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A mis padres.

A mis hermanas.





I come to town this day
To tell my story to the judge

The holy Shah,
Jim Morrison.
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Prologue

The image preceding this prologue illustrates what is considered the first
world map expressly conceived for the use in navigation. It was made by
Gerardus Mercator and date from the year 1569. In those days the ends of
the Earth were poorly known and the research was carried out by very hard
and time consuming navigation campaigns. Today, around 400 years later,
new technologies allow us to complete exploration campaigns much more
accurate and detailed in about few days. Nowadays, most of us are familiar
with terms as GPS, gravimeter, radar, etc. These tools indicate the most
appropriate route to take a trip, detect the spatial position of our iPhone or,
not so funny, blame us of speeding. Also, although not so popular, there are
satellites providing a weekly map of the sea surface, or a monthly map of the
Earth’s mass distribution, or a geoid with an unprecedented accuracy and
precision in around two months. These near real time exploratory campaigns
are used for continuous and homogeneous monitoring of the ocean, leading
to a day by day improving of our knowledge of the ocean dynamics in a way
unthinkable in Mercator’s times.

In this work we intend to use these new available technologies to explore
and better understand a fundamental component of ocean dynamics: the
geostrophic currents. Geostrophic currents play a key role in the understan-
ding the Earth climate and its evolution [Rhines et al. (2008); Rahmstorf
(2003)], as well as processes that influence fundamental human activities
related with the ocean such as people/animals/goods transportation, oil
and gas extraction, fishing, and recreation activities (swimming, boating,
surfing) [Stewart (2008)].

Historically the first attempt to study the main geostrophic currents
along the global ocean relied on in–situ measurements [Iselin (1936);
Cromwell (1958)]. This approach, with the obvious advantages from the
improvement in the observational techniques, is still in use [Alexander
(1987); Frantantoni (2001); Kessler (2002)]. However, it suffers of a main
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limitation: in-situ measurement can provide accurate measurements of the
geostrophic flow only for local studies and limited ”campaign” lifetime1.

Ocean General Circulation Models (OGCM) have been extensively used
as an alternative that allows to overcame the limited spatial coverage of
direct in–situ measurements [Semtner and Chervin (1992); Nakanoa et al.
(2008)]. Nevertheless, OGCM are still limited in both time and spatial
resolution.

More recently, advances in space geodesy have made feasible an alterna-
tive approach that overcomes these problems. Satellites provide continuous
and homogeneous monitoring of the oceans allowing for studies of the
geostrophic currents with global coverage and very satisfactory space
and time resolution. Since 1992, altimetric data are accurate enough to
study the ocean variability, and thus determine the ocean geostrophic
anomaly flow [Yu et al. (1995); Scharffenberg and Stammer (2010)]. Ho-
wever, determination of the geostrophic flow (intended as the gradient of
the difference between the sea surface height and the geoid) requires an
independent estimation of the ocean geoid. The GRACE mission provides
a great success in this sense allowing a monthly geoid estimation to be as
accurate as 2-3 cm for space–scales larger than 400-500 km [Tapley et al.
(2004a)]. When combined with altimetry, this resolution has proved to
be sufficient to solve both the large scale ocean circulation [Tapley et al.
(2003)], and the basin–scale currents [Birol et al. (2004)]. In this respect,
key to the estimation of the geostrophic flow is the ability to determine
an appropriate dynamic topography (sea surface height minus the geoid)
[Hughes and Bingham (2006); Bingham and Haines (2004); Bingham et al.
(2008)] which, in turns, requires noise free geodetic data with high resolution.

In this respect although GRACE data do not provide a satisfactory
resolution for all the applications of interest2 , the more recent GOCE
mission, which has been specifically designed to provide a very accurate
estimation of the Earth’s mean geoid (1-2 cm in height at spatial resolution
shorter than 100 km [Drinkwater et al. (2003)]) , does provide data with the

1Global studies of the long–term time estimation of the mean flow can be carried out
combining data from several in–situ campaigns [Niiler et al. (2003)]. However, these data
are still limited in both spatial and time resolution.

2In particular for ocean circulation studies, GRACE data resolution is not sufficient
since most of the ocean’s kinetic energy and its dissipation takes place at scales shorter
than 100 km. Circulation at these scales is responsible for transporting half of the heat
and carbon from the upper ocean to the deep ocean [SWOT (2009)]
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required resolution.

However, high resolution data are not sufficient per se to provide an
appropriate dynamic topography since these data are usually noisy and
some filtering must be applied. Intuitively a good filter should take into
account the specific feature of the problem (in our case lack of isotropy).
To the best of our knowledge the only proposal in this respect is the filter
discussed by Bingham (2010) which adapts ideas from standard imaging
filtering to the study of the geostrophic currents.

Building on these ideas, this thesis intends to contribute to the study of
the geostrophic currents by:

1. Providing an independent estimation of the mean surface geostrophic
currents using GOCE data3 following previous works by Bingham et al.
(2011) and Knudsen et al. (2011);

2. Providing an independent estimation of the seasonal and inter–seasonal
time variation of geostrophic flow4;

3. Proposing an alternative filtering strategy5 that takes into account the
specifics features of the problem. We are able to show that at least in
those cases with very noisy signal our proposal outperforms standard
and most recent alternatives;

4. Presenting a comprehensive evaluation of GOCE data in terms of their
ability to provide an accurate determination of the geostrophic currents
(eight solutions of GOCE data are used for the comparison)6.

The thesis is organized as follow. In chapter 0 we present a rigorous
definition of geostrophic currents and we introduce the basic ”ingredients” of

3Sanchez-Reales J.M., Vigo I., Jin S.and Chao B.F. 2012, Global Surface Geostrophic
Currents of Oceans Derived from Satellite Altimetry and GOCE Geoid. Submitted to
Marine Geodesy.

4Sanchez-Reales J.M., Vigo I., Trottini M. and Chao B. F. 2012, Seasonal and Inter–
seasonal variations of the geostrophic flow as estiamted from Satellite Altimetry and a
GOCE Geoid. In preparation.

5Sanchez-Reales J.M., Andersen O. B. and Vigo I. 2012, Improving Surface Geostrophic
Current from a GOCE derived Mean Dynamic Topography using Edge Enhancing Diffusion
filtering. Submitted to Journal of Geodesy.

6Sanchez-Reales J.M. and Andersen O. B. 2012, Assessment of the first three genera-
tions of GOCE geoid models through their induced surface geostrophic currents. Submitted
to Journal of Geodesy.
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the problem (the geoid, the sea surface height and the dynamic topography)
as well as standard data and procedures for their estimation. In chapter
1, an independent estimation of the surface geostrophic currents using
GOCE data (contribution 1) is presented. The study of the seasonal and
the long–term variations (contribution 2) is addressed in chapters 2 and 3
respectively. The alternative filtering strategy and its potential advantages
with respect to other filtering techniques (contribution 3) is discussed
in chapter 4. In chapter 5, we consider different Earth’s gravity models
available from GOCE mission and compared them in terms of their ability
to provide an accurate determination of the geostrophic currents. Finally,
chapter 6 summarizes the main results of the thesis and outlines ideas for
future works. Some auxiliary tools are presented at the end of the thesis as
an appendix.

Came in, but bring a critical thinking with you. That way this work will
be not futile. Welcome.

José Maŕıa Sánchez Reales.
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Cuéntame, dime,
¿Quién te ha colgado el mar de las pestañas?

Marea.

Introduccion

La ilustración que precede el prólogo es atribuida a Gerardus Mercator y
data del año 1569. Este mapa es considerado el primer mapamundi concebido
expresamente para el uso en navegación. En aquellos tiempos los confines
de la tierra eran pobremente conocidos y las investigaciones se haćıan a
base de largas y duras campañas exploratorias de navegación. Ahora, unos
400 años más tarde, el ser humano ha desarrollado un conocimiento tal
que campañas mucho más precisas y completas que aquellas se pueden
llevar a cabo en cuestión de d́ıas. Hoy en d́ıa todos estamos familiarizados
con conceptos tales como GPS, grav́ımetro, radar, etc. Estas herramientas
nos dicen la ruta a seguir en un viaje en coche, detectan la posición de
nuestro iPhone o, menos gracioso, nos culpan sin redención de un exceso
de velocidad. También, aunque menos populares, hay satélites que nos
proporcionan un mapa de la superficie marina cada semana, o un mapa
de distribución de masa en la tierra cada mes, o un geoide global con
una precisión centimétrica en dos meses. Estas campañas de exploración,
casi en tiempo real, son utilizadas para una continua monitorización
de los océanos que nos permite mejorar d́ıa a d́ıa nuestro conocimiento
de su dinámica de una forma que era impensable en los tiempos de Mercator.

El objetivo principal de este trabajo es contribuir al entendimiento de
esta dinámica a partir del estudio de las corrientes oceánicas. En particular,
de las corriente oceánicas producidas por el balance geostrófico.

Supongamos por un momento que la tierra estuviera aislada en el uni-
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verso, es decir, sin la presencia de fuerzas de gravitación externas, y además
estuviera parada. Entonces, la forma que ésta tendŕıa seŕıa muy diferente.
En particular, en ese contexto ”ideal” los océanos estaŕıan en calma o, dicho
de otro modo, en equilibrio. Sin embargo, la tierra está rotando y además
sometida a fuerzas de atracción, principalmente del sol y de la luna, lo cual
rompe este teórico equilibrio. Las corrientes oceánicas producidas en la
búsqueda de este equilibrio, de esta calma, son conocidas como corrientes
geostróficas.

Podŕıamos decir que, por un lado, el agua en los océanos es empujada
desde zonas de presión alta hacia zonas de presión baja. En contra de
este movimiento, la fuerza de Coriolis empuja el agua en sentido opuesto,
luchando contra la gravedad. Hay un punto en el que el gradiente de
presión y la fuerza de Coriolis están equilibrados. Este equilibrio produce
unas corrientes que llamamos corrientes geostróficas. Estas son el principal
objetivo sobre el que se centra este trabajo.

La presente memoria ha sido estructurada de la siguiente manera:
Una introducción preliminar al problema, aśı como una visión general
de las herramientas necesarias, se presenta en el caṕıtulo 0. Este primer
caṕıtulo no aporta nada nuevo y no pretende ser otra cosa que una primera
aproximación al tema. Los caṕıtulos 1–5 constituyen la parte novedosa del
trabajo y en el caṕıtulo 6 se resumen las contribuciones más relevantes.
Algunas herramientas auxiliares se proporcionan aparte como apéndice. A
continuación se presenta un sumario más detallado del trabajo.

Descripción del problema

Como ya se ha dicho, las corrientes geostróficas son el resultado del ba-
lance entre el gradiente de presión y la fuerza de Coriolis. Las ecuaciones que
describen el flujo geostrófico se deducen a partir de las ecuaciones de movi-
miento que son la suma de las tres ecuaciones que describen el momentum de
un fluido (también conocidas como ecuaciones de Euler, ecuaciones de acele-
ración o ecuaciones de Navier–Stokes) junto con la ecuación de continuidad.
Asumiendo que el flujo es estacionario (es decir, velocidad constante); que
las componentes horizontales son mucho mayores que la vertical (por lo que
esta puede ser despreciada); que la única fuerza externa es la gravedad; y que
la fricción es pequeña; entonces las ecuaciones de movimiento derivan en,

us = − g
f

∂ζ

∂y
; vs =

g

f

∂ζ

∂x
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donde f, g son la fuerza de Coriolis y gravedad respectivamente y ζ denota
la altura del nivel del mar sobre una superficie equipotencial. Estas son las
ecuaciones que describen las corrientes geostróficas.

ζ es interpretada como la anomaĺıa entre el estado actual (nivel observa-
do) y el estado de equilibrio (nivel teórico) de la superficie del océano, lo que
hace de ella una superficie dinámica. Esta superficie es comúnmente conocida
como Topograf́ıa Dinámica (DT). Aśı, las ecuaciones geostróficas tienen una
implicación muy sencilla: las corrientes geostróficas en superficie son propor-
cionales a la pendiente de la topograf́ıa del océano. Los satélites altimétricos
estiman la altura del nivel del mar (SSH) y los satélites gravimétricos
pueden utilizarse para estimar una referencia equipotencial, en particular
la que se conoce como geoide (N). Por lo tanto, las corrientes geostróficas
pueden ser deducidas a partir de observaciones desde satélite. Esto tiene
una gran ventaja sobre las observaciones in-situ: los satélites proporcionan
una monitorización homogénea casi global en espacio y continua en el tiempo.

Estamos entonces interesados en resolver la ecuación DT = SSH − N ,
que no es otra cosa que restar el geoide, estado de equilibrio, a los
mapas de alturas de nivel del mar, estado real. Sin embargo, debido a
la naturaleza de las superficies y de los satélites que las miden esto no
es tan sencillo como en un principio pudiera parecer. En la siguiente
sección presentamos un sumario de los datos utilizados y las metodoloǵıas
necesarias para deducir ciertas superficies. Otros datos utilizados ya sea
para validar o relacionar los resultados encontrados se presentan también ah́ı.

Datos y metodoloǵıas varias

Modelos de gravedad terrestre desde GOCE

La misión GOCE tiene como objetivo la toma de datos de gravedad
que permitan la determinación de un geoide tan preciso como 1-2 cm para
escalas espaciales menores de 100 km. GOCE es el satélite que actualmente
proporciona lo que podŕıamos llamar el estado del arte de los geoides. La na-
ve fue puesta en orbita el 17 de Marzo de 2009 y en Enero de 2010 se hicieron
públicos los primeros datos procedentes de esta misión. En la fecha de firma
de esta memoria se dispone de tres generaciones de datos: REL01, para el pe-
riodo Noviembre, 2009 – Enero, 2010; REL02 actualizado hasta Junio, 2010;
y REL03 actualizado hasta Abril, 2011. Además, tres técnicas son utilizadas
para la deducción de los modelos: directa (DIR), espacial (SPW) y temporal
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(TIW). Esto nos da un total de 8 modelos disponibles (en la tercera gene-
ración no se dispone de solución espacial) para la determinación de un geoide.

Modelos de gravedad terrestre desde GRACE

Siete años antes del lanzamiento de GOCE daba comienzo la misión
GRACE con la puesta en orbita de la nave el 17 de Marzo de 2002. Aunque
el principio de medición es muy distinto al de GOCE y la resolución es
mucho menor, a partir de ah́ı y por primera vez, se empezaba a tener
una monitorización continua y homogénea del campo gravitatorio terrestre
a partir de las variaciones en la distribución de masa. Hoy d́ıa, con más
de ocho años de datos disponibles, se pueden derivar modelos de geoide
suficientemente precisos para escalas espaciales de más de 167 km para
aplicaciones oceanográficas.

↪→ Determinación del geoide a partir de datos de gravedad
espacial

El geoide es estimado a partir de,

N(r, λ, ϑ) =
GM

rγ

Nmax∑
n=0

(a
r

)n n∑
m=0

(
∆C̄nmcosmλ+ ∆S̄nmsinmλ

)
P̄nm (cosϑ)

donde (r, λ, ϑ)=(distancia, longitud, co-latitud geocéntrica), (GM , a,
γ)=(constante de gravitación por masa de la tierra, radio ecuatorial, grave-
dad normal), (∆Cnm, ∆Snm) son los coeficientes de Stokes en su expansión
en harmónicos esféricos y Pnm los polinomios de Legendre de grado n y
orden m hasta un grado máximo Nmax, donde las barras denotan que los
valores están normalizados.

GOCE y GRACE proveen los valores (∆C, ∆S) a partir de los cuales N
puede ser determinado con una resolución espacial de 2000/Nmax. El máximo
potencial para los geoides de GOCE se presenta en la tabla arriba. De
GRACE utilizamos el modelo ITG–Grace2010S estimado por Mayer-Guerr
et al. (2010) hasta Nmax = 120 que supone una resolución espacial de ∼167
km.

Altura del nivel del mar
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DIR SPW TIW

REL01 Nmax =240 (∼83 km) Nmax =200 (100 km) Nmax =212 (∼94 km)
REL02 Nmax =240 (∼83 km) Nmax =207 (∼97 km) Nmax =225 (∼89 km)
REL03 Nmax =240 (∼83 km) Nmax =232 (∼86 km)

Tabla: Máximo grado disponible en la expansión de harmónicos esféricos para el cual los

errores formales permanecen menores que la señal. Entre paréntesis su correspondiente

resolución espacial.

Desde 1992 con la puesta en órbita del satélite Topex/Poseidon, los
satélites altimétricos se han convertido en una herramienta suficientemente
precisa como para estudiar las variaciones en la altura de la superficie del
nivel del mar. En este trabajo estamos utilizando medidas altimétricas
combinadas desde varios satélites referenciadas sobre una superficie media
producida y distribuida por CLS. Esta superficie media se conoce como
CLS01–MSS y es estimada a partir de siete años de medidas altimétricas,
1993–1999. Para eliminar el efecto que la tendencia de subida de nivel
del mar durante las últimas décadas tendŕıa sobre los resultados finales,
esta superficie media basada en 7 años de medidas es extendida a una
superficie media basada en 18 años. Para ello utilizamos mapas de ano-
maĺıas semanales producidos y distribuidos por AVISO para el periodo
14/10/1992–01/12/2010. El promedio temporal de estas anomaĺıas es
sumado a la superficie CLS01–MSS quedando aśı actualizada.

Estos mapas de anomaĺıas son también utilizados para estudiar las
variaciones temporales de las corrientes geostróficas. Para ello, ese promedio
temporal de las anomaĺıas es eliminado de cada mapa semanal para referen-
ciarlo sobre nuestra superficie media. Estos mapas de anomaĺıas son entonces
utilizados para estudiar las variaciones estacionales y las variaciones de largo
periodo de las corrientes geostróficas.

↪→ Determinación de la topograf́ıa dinámica

La topograf́ıa dinámica, como ya se ha dicho, es definida como
DT = SSH − N . Sin embargo, SSH y N tienen naturalezas distintas. La
SSH tiene una distribución casi global [80oS 82oN ] en el espacio f́ısico,
mientras N tiene una distribución global en el espacio espectral (espacio de
frecuencias). Esto implica que, o bien SSH tiene que ser traducida al espacio
espectral (SW, spectral–wise) o bien que N tiene que ser proyectado sobre
el espacio f́ısico (PW, point–wise).

Proceso SW: Obviamente SSH no proporciona datos sobre la tierra y
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tampoco resuelve las latitudes más altas. Puesto que para trabajar en el
espacio espectral necesitamos una distribución global, las localizaciones
sin datos en SSH son completadas con datos del geoide. Entonces, SSH
y N (previamente proyectado en el espacio f́ısico y referenciado sobre la
misma referencia que SSH) son llevados al espacio espectral. Alĺı se restan
los harmónicos correspondientes a N a los de SSH. Los harmónicos de la
diferencia corresponden a la DT y son proyectados en el espacio f́ısico para
obtener la distribución geográfica de ésta.

Proceso PW: Simplemente tenemos que proyectar el geoide sobre el
espacio f́ısico y referenciarlo sobre el mismo elipsoide que SSH. Entonces el
proceso es tan sencillo como restar las mayas: SSH −N .

Aqúı debe notarse que la resolución de la DT esta limitada por la resolu-
ción del geoide. Esto implica que un proceso SW es más conveniente para su
determinación. Esto es porque al pasar al espacio espectral se utilizara una
expansión en harmónicos hasta un máximo grado limitado por la capacidad
del geoide, quedando automáticamente eliminados todos aquellos harmónicos
más altos (escalas espaciales más pequeñas) que si resuelve SSH pero no N.
Por lo tanto, este método automáticamente homogeniza las resoluciones de
ambas superficies SSH y N. Por otro lado, utilizar PW implica conservar
resoluciones en SSH que no son resueltas por N conduciendo a una DT con
más ruido. En cualquiera de los casos es necesaria la aplicación de filtros
para la atenuación del ruido en los harmónicos altos. El tipo de filtrado
que se aplica en cada caso se detallará en cada una de las siguientes secciones.

↪→ Estimación de las corrientes geostróficas

Una vez que la DT ha sido determinada, se pueden determinar las co-
rrientes geostróficas en superficie. Para ello, basta con aplicar las ecuaciones
geostróficas. Puesto que la fuerza de Coriolis se dispara en el ecuador, la
banda en [5oS 5oN ] es estimada siguiendo el método propuesto por Lagerloef
et al. (1999) descrito en el Apéndice A.3.

Medidas in-situ

Datos de medidas in-situ tomadas por boyas a la deriva son utilizados
para comparar los resultados obtenidos a partir de métodos geodéticos. Estas
velocidades son distribuidas por GPD assembly center. Aqúı utilizamos una
climatoloǵıa anual y una climatoloǵıa mensual a un grado de resolución
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con cobertura casi global [73oS 85oN ] × [0oE 360oE] corregidas para la
componente de Ekman [Sybrandy and Niiler (1991); Ralph and Niiler
(1999); Niiler (2001); Lumpkin and Garraffo (2005)].

Velocidades producidas por modelos de circulación

Velocidades horizontales proporcionadas por JPL ECCO basadas en
modelos generales de circulación [Adcroft et al. (2002)] son utilizadas
aqúı para la comparación de resultados. Estos datos están distribuidos en
mallas de un grado con una cobertura casi global [80oS 79oN ]× [0oE 360oE].
Tienen una distribución temporal de 18 años, desde enero de 1993 hasta
diciembre de 2010, con una resolución temporal de 10–d́ıas. Los datos son
promediados para obtener una media temporal de largo periodo.

Cap. 1: Corrientes geostróficas en superficie
combinando altimetŕıa y GOCE.

En este primer caṕıtulo, se obtiene una solución preliminar para el
patrón de las corrientes geostróficas medias en superficie derivadas a partir
de altimetŕıa y un geoide proporcionado por el primer ciclo de la misión
GOCE. Para ello se utilizan datos de GOCE en su solución directa para
los primeros 61 d́ıas de misión. Se determina una DT y sus corrientes
geostróficas derivadas. Estos resultados se comparan con los obtenidos
cuando se utiliza un geoide derivado del modelo ITG–Grace10S desde ocho
años de medidas de GRACE. También con medidas in–situ y con velocidades
estimadas por modelos.

La DT se determina llevando las superficies al espacio espectral. Alĺı se
suavizan con un filtro de Gauss correspondiente al máximo potencial de cada
modelo, 83 km para GOCE y 167 km para GRACE. Esto implica trabajar
desde el punto más optimista para el filtrado de los datos de GOCE. Por
la naturaleza del satélite, la banda ecuatorial es resuelta con una resolución
más pobre que latitudes más altas, debido a que en latitudes más altas
cada traza del satélite está más cerca de su contigua. Estudios previos por
Knudsen et al. (2011) encuentran que un filtrado de 140 km es necesario
para resolver las corrientes geostróficas en el ecuador. En este trabajo
nosotros vemos que con 83 km se pueden resolver de forma más cercana a
las medidas in-situ todas las corrientes principales localizadas en latitudes
medias. Estas corrientes son: Kuroshio, en la costa japonesa; la corriente del
Golfo, en la costa este norteamericana; y la corriente circumpolar antártica,
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rodeando toda la costa del continente antártico.

Los resultados producidos por GOCE son de una resolución mucho más
fina y detallada que los mismos producidos por GRACE, lo cual ilustra
el salto en calidad desde un satélite a otro. Los datos producidos por los
modelos de circulación, ECCO en este caso, se muestran mucho mas pobres
que cualquier otro, dejando a esta técnica como poco eficiente para tratar
con este problema. Las medidas in-situ pueden ser interpretadas como, en un
principio, mucho más cercanas a los valores reales. La comparación entre los
resultados de GOCE y los datos de boyas muestra resultados similares desde
ambas metodoloǵıas, tanto en distribución espacial como en magnitud de
las velocidades. Solo algunas diferencias se pueden encontrar en la corriente
antártica que nosotros identificamos aqúı debida más a altimetŕıa que al
propio GOCE (las latitudes altas son pobremente cubiertas por algunos
satélites altimétricos) .

Se demuestra en este caṕıtulo que GOCE cumple con todas las expectati-
vas, resolviendo las corrientes geostróficas con una precisión y una resolución
sin precedentes. Además, es la primera vez que las corrientes desde satélite
son comparables con corrientes medidas in–situ, lo que es una validación de
la técnica en śı misma.

Cap. 2: Variaciones estacionales de las co-
rrientes geostróficas.

Una vez que se ha estudiado el patrón medio de las corrientes geostróficas
nuestro interés recae sobre sus variaciones temporales. En este caṕıtulo nos
centramos en las variaciones correspondientes al ciclo estacional estudiando
todas las frecuencias temporales menores o iguales a un año. Para ello utiliza-
mos anomaĺıas semanales de nivel del mar proyectado en mayas de un cuarto
de grado. Esto nos permite trabajar en un marco de resolución mucho mayor
que el permitido cuando se utiliza un geoide, ya que altimetŕıa sigue re-
solviendo escalas espaciales mucho más pequeñas que las que resuelve GOCE.

Nos centramos aqúı en el estudio del ciclo estacional. Para ello deter-
minamos una climatoloǵıa de 52 semanas. Esta climatoloǵıa es estudiada
encontrando unas amplitudes máximas de unos 40 cm/s principalmente
localizadas en el ecuador, donde el máximo es alcanzado con una propaga-
ción espacial a lo largo de la zona. Para modelar esta propagación se hace
uso de un análisis con funciones ortogonales emṕıricas complejas (CEOF)
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que nos permite determinar las diferencias en fase para cada frecuencia de
forma independiente. Aśı encontramos que obviamente los ciclos anual y
semi–anual son los más representativos en la señal, teniendo un peso del
70 % y el 57 % de la varianza para las componentes zonal y meridional,
respectivamente.

El análisis con CEOF nos permite también identificar estacionalidades
fuertes en las zonas de las principales corrientes: Kuroshio, corriente del
Golfo, corriente Antártica y las Maldivas. Sin embargo, en algunas de
estas zonas, las frecuencias más altas tienen una influencia mayor (que
la que tienen en el ecuador) en el ciclo estacional, reduciendo en algunos
casos hasta en un 20 % la varianza explicada por los ciclos anual y semi–anual.

En este caṕıtulo, se proporcionan patrones medios para las anomalias
en invierno y verano como representativos de las fases opuestas del ciclo
estacional. Se presentan soluciones detalladas para latitudes en la banda
[20oS 20oN ] que es donde la estacionalidad es más relevante. Debido
al comportamiento isotrópico de las corrientes para escalas temporales
estacionales y anuales, se observa que las corrientes en verano y en invierno
son opuestas en dirección y equivalentes en magnitud. Esto nos lleva a
estudiar las corrientes absolutas en lugar de las corrientes anómalas. Para
ello determinamos una solución media como se hizo en el caṕıtulo 1, pero
esta vez filtrada para señales de 111 km que nos permite resolver la banda
ecuatorial. Esta solución media es sumada a los patrones de invierno y de
verano dando lugar a patrones absolutos. Comparamos entonces ambos
patrones encontrando que, si bien las diferencias en amplitud llegan a ser
de hasta 40 cm/s (en acuerdo con resultados previos para la amplitud de
la climatoloǵıa), las diferencias en dirección son aproximadamente nulas.
Esto implica que las corrientes absolutas no cambian de dirección en ningu-
na estación, sufriendo únicamente variaciones en la intensidad de la corriente.

Cap. 3: Variaciones inter–anuales de las
corrientes geostróficas.

Una vez estudiado el patrón medio, caṕıtulo 1, y el ciclo estacional,
caṕıtulo 2, nos disponemos a identificar las variaciones inter–anuales de las
corrientes geostróficas. Para ello, al igual que hicimos con la estacionalidad,
utilizaremos mapas de anomaĺıas del nivel del mar referenciadas sobre una
superficie media de 18 años. Esta vez, para agilizar la computación de
los resultados trabajamos con mapas mensuales proyectados sobre mayas
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de 1o × 1o. Eliminamos entonces la señal anual y semi–anual aśı como la
tendencia lineal con un modelo que fijamos en cada localización.

Estudiamos entonces el residuo de este modelo relacionándolo con el
fenómeno El Niño. Para ello trabajamos con análisis de funciones ortogonales
emṕıricas reales (EOF) y complejas (CEOF). Aśı llegamos a la conclusión
de que en fases positivas de el Niño las corrientes se incrementan hacia el
Este, principalmente en el Pacifico ecuatorial, y en las fases negativas, las
corrientes se incrementán hacia las costas Australes.

Cap. 4: Mejorando la determinación del
flujo geostrófico con un filtro de difusión an-
isotrópica.

Aunque la resolución y la precisión en la determinación de las corrientes
geostróficas han aumentado significativamente con GOCE, la DT todav́ıa
necesita ser filtrada para atenuar el ruido en los harmónicos altos antes de
derivar las corrientes geostróficas. Las corrientes tienen un comportamiento
anisotrópico que se enfatiza cuanto más fuerte sea la corriente. Entonces
cuando se aplican filtros isotrópicos, como lo es el filtro de Gauss, se esta
llevando a cabo una atenuación de la señal que reduce la magnitud de las
velocidades estimadas. Esto implica que el uso de filtros anisotrópicos seŕıa
más conveniente para el caso que nos atañe.

Las corrientes geostróficas son proporcionales al gradiente de la DT.
Esto implica que las ĺıneas de nivel de esta determinan las ĺıneas de
flujo de las corrientes. Cuando la DT se filtra con filtros isotrópicos los
gradientes más grandes se suavizan puesto que no se atiende a ningún tipo
de información sobre la dirección del flujo. Bingham et al. (2011) propuso el
uso de un filtro isotrópico no lineal que utiliza la información de las cuatro
localizaciones más cercanas a una dada para el filtrado de esta. Este filtro
conduce a una conservación del gradiente que deriva en mejores resultados
que los producidos por un filtro de Gauss. Por ejemplo, Bingham (2010)
demostró como en el Atlántico norte las corrientes estimadas son el doble en
magnitud de velocidad por este filtro no lineal que por el filtro de Gauss.

Sin embargo, este filtro no lineal tampoco utiliza ningún tipo de infor-
mación sobre la dirección sino simplemente la magnitud del flujo a través de
una función de pesos definida por un valor que determina el umbral a partir
del cual consideraremos que la magnitud del flujo es debida a un borde en
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el gradiente, reduciendo la atenuación en tales casos. El problema es que
dado el caso en que esta magnitud de flujo sea debida a ruido y no a señal,
el filtro la detecta como borde y la sigue conservando durante todo el proce-
so de filtrado. Esto conduce a una alta sensibilidad del filtro a errores locales.

Aqúı proponemos pues un filtro de difusión para la conservación de los
bordes de una imagen y el filtrado de ruido adaptado desde el campo del
procesado de imagen. Este tipo de filtros toma la información direccional
del flujo y da pesos normalizados en un entorno de la localización que
está siendo filtrada. Esto permite filtrar de forma paralela a los bordes. Este
método es más estable puesto que es casi independiente de los parámetros
necesarios para su diseño. Además los resultados no son forzados por errores
locales como le pasa al filtro isotrópico no lineal.

El filtro es testado en la parte oeste del Pacifico norte. Se demuestran
ah́ı las ventajas que este filtro tiene en casos de superficies especialmente
ruidosas. Mientras que el filtro no lineal devuelve resultados forzados
por errores locales, el nuevo filtrado es capaz de eliminarlos produciendo
resultados más cercanos a un caso menos ruidoso.

Cap. 5: Evaluación de tres generaciones de
datos de GOCE.

Después de unos dos años con GOCE midiendo el campo gravitatorio
terrestre disponemos de ocho modelos de geoide. En este caṕıtulo evaluamos
las ocho soluciones a partir de las corrientes geostróficas que inducen y
comparamos los resultados utilizando el filtro de difusión anisotrópica
propuesto en el caṕıtulo 4. Como ya se ha dicho, los modelos son derivados
utilizando tres técnicas diferentes, donde, en particular, las soluciones
relativas a TIW no utilizan ningún tipo de información a priori, y justo en
el lado opuesto, DIR son soluciones que utilizan un modelo geoide como
background.

Primero se lleva a cabo una comparación de las DTs derivadas de cada
geoide, combinado una superficie media de nivel del mar común. Las DTs se
determinan para un máximo grado común en las expansiones en harmónicos
esféricos, con el objetivo de comparar todos los resultados a partir de señales
equivalentes. Para comparar el máximo potencial de cada modelo, se deter-
minan también sendas topograf́ıas dinámicas hasta el máximo potencial de
cada uno de estos modelos. En general, la solución REL01–DIR proporciona
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una superficie menos ruidosa debido a que el geoide es estimado a partir de
un modelo que asimila altimetŕıa. Esto hace que para harmónicos altos el
ruido sea cancelado al ser combinado con la superficie media del nivel del mar.

Estas diferencias se acentúan cuando se estudian las corrientes derivadas
de tales DTs, ya que en ese caso tratamos con el gradiente de la superficie.
Aśı, comparando las velocidades inducidas por DTs con una resolución de
100 km hemos encontrado que las dos generaciones de SPW junto con el
REL01–TIW son los modelos con más ruidos. Por el contrario, las soluciones
de REL03 junto con REL01–DIR se muestran como las menos ruidosas,
resolviendo la corriente de Kuroshio, aunque por supuesto no el ecuador, sin
ningún tipo de filtrado. La diferencia entre REL01–DIR y los modelos de
REL03 esta en las escalas espaciales más pequeñas puesto que estos últimos
muestran contener más señal que el REL–DIR.

Este efecto se magnifica cuando las corrientes son estudiadas a partir
de las DTs hasta el máximo potencial de resolución. Aqúı hemos utilizado
el RMS en una zona teóricamente sin corrientes para comparar las señales
entre los distintos modelos tanto para un grado común como para el máximo
potencial de cada uno. Es interesante ver como para REL01–DIR pasar
de una resolución 100 km a una de 83 km solo aumenta este RMS es
menos de 15 cm/s. Por el contrario los modelos de REL03, con el mismo
aumento de resolución, sufren un aumento de RMS que hasta triplica el
de baja resolución. Por ejemplo, REL03–TIW que tiene el mismo RMS
que REL01–DIR para una resolución de 100 km, al pasar a 83 km el RMS
aumenta unos 45 cm/s (el triple de lo que lo hace el REL01–DIR). Esto
implica que en estos modelos se está realmente añadiendo mucha más señal
que para REL01–DIR. Esto se debe a la utilización de un modelo como
altimetŕıa como background para esta solución.

Cuando se filtran las superficies por medio de EED se siguen apreciando
algunas diferencias, principalmente en aquellas áreas con una señal de
gravedad grande. Sin embargo, cuando nos centramos en las corrientes
principales los resultados con bastante parecidos.

Sumario de conclusiones y algunas cuestio-
nes abiertas.

Las principales ĺıneas sobre las que se ha investigado en este trabajo se
pueden resumir en: la evaluación de las capacidades de GOCE para resolver
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la circulación global del océano; proporcionar un análisis descriptivo del
patrón medio de circulación aśı como sobre sus variaciones temporales;
la adaptación de un filtro anisotrópico para mejorar la estimación de
tales corrientes; y la evaluación/comparación de todos los modelos que
actualmente se disponen desde GOCE que permitiŕıan una actualización del
patrón medio de circulación.

Las principales conclusiones/respuestas que proporciona este estudio
pueden resumirse como sigue.

1. Estudiando los patrones medios de circulación desde el punto de
vista más optimista (eliminar solo las escalas menores que 20000 km/Nmax)
el geoide proporcionado por GOCE resuelve longitudes de escala la mitad
más pequeñas que lo correspondiente desde GRACE (83 km y 167 km
respectivamente) (Cap. 1).

2. Este incremento en resolución permite que GOCE proporcione
resultados precisos en medias–altas latitudes, pero no es suficiente para
resolver la banda ecuatorial (Cap. 1) donde se require eliminar al menos
todas las escalas menores que 100 km (Cap. 4).

3. Medidas in-situ proporcionadas por boyas validan los resultados
de GOCE, siendo ambos resultados similares tanto en magnitud como en
distribución espacial (Cap. 1).

4. Las corrientes derivadas de medidas por satélite empiezan, por
primera vez, a ser comparables con medidas in–situ (Cap. 1).

5. El ciclo estacional se ha determinado y se revela especialmente fuerte,
en la componente zonal, para la banda ecuatorial y para las zonas de las
principales corrientes: Kuroshio, Gulf Stream, Circumpolar Antártica y
Maldivas. Se alcanzan amplitudes de hasta 40 cm/s (Cap. 2).

6. El ciclo estacional es especialmente fuerte, en la componente meri-
dional, en las zonas con las principales corrientes (como en la componente
zonal) y en algunas zonas de costa principalmente en el archipiélago malayo
y en la costa africana del océano indico. La banda ecuatorial se muestra en
este caso más débil alcanzando amplitudes de 10− 15 cm/s(Cap. 2).

7. Estos resultados coinciden con los proporcionados por estudios previos
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y con los estimados desde observaciones in–situ. Sin embargo, estos últimos
son más pobres en resolución (Cap. 2).

8. Los principales harmónicos para el ciclo estacional son, obviamente,
el anual y el semi–anual, los cuales explican el 70 % y el 57 % de la varianza
de los datos para las componentes zonal y meridional respectivamente (Cap.
2).

9. Sin embargo, este peso se ve disminuido en aquellas zonas fuera del
ecuador. Por ejemplo, en el Gulf Stream, el harmónico anual y semi–anual
explica menos del 50 % de la varianza de la climatoloǵıa (Cap. 2).

10. El ciclo anual se propaga en el ecuador donde el máximo se alcanza
con diferencias de tres meses a medio año entre las costas este y oeste del
paćıfico. (Cap. 2).

11. Cuando se estudia el ciclo estacional de las corrientes absolutas (en
lugar de anomaĺıas), se observa que las diferencias en el ciclo se deben a
variaciones en magnitud de las corrientes (velocidad) pero no en la dirección
del flujo (Cap. 2).

12. Las variaciones de largo periodo se encuentran relacionadas con el
fenómeno de El Niño/La Niña (Cap. 3).

13. Fases positivas de El Niño están relacionadas con anomaĺıas en
velocidad que son positivas hacia el este en el Paćıfico ecuatorial y positivas
hacia el oeste en el océano Indico (Cap. 3).

14. La fuerte anomaĺıa en el episodio de El Niño en 1998 produjo
anomaĺıas en velocidad de más de 50 cm/s (Cap. 3).

15. Los filtros anisotrópicos producen mejores resultados que los filtros
isotrópicos, ya sean estos lineales o no lineales. Esto se aprecia especialmente
en casos de una superficie muy ruidosa. Esto se debe principalmente a la
independencia de los filtros anisotrópicos a los valores definidos a mano, lo
que los hace más estables e independientes de errores locales (Cap. 4).

16. Para la zona noroeste del Pacifico se demuestra como el filtro Edge
Enhancing Diffusion produce resultados similares a un filtro isotrópico no
lineal cuando el ruido en la superficie es suave y cuando el ruido es extremo.
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Por el contrario, el filtro de Perona–Malik muestra discrepancias entre
ambos casos (Cap. 4).

17. Comparando todos los modelos de geoide disponibles encontramos
que la solución directa correspondiente al primer ciclo de GOCE sigue
siendo la menos ruidosa. Esto se debe a que esta solución utiliza un modelo
background que asimila altimetŕıa (Cap. 5).

18. La tercera generación de datos de GOCE se muestra como la menos
ruidosa de entre todas aquellas independientes de altimetŕıa pero sigue
teniendo más ruido que la solución directa de la primera generación(Cap. 5).

19. Cuando se filtran todos los modelos (con un filtro anisotrópico) las
corrientes que inducen son similares en todos los casos. Algunas diferencias
se encuentran en las zonas con señal de gravedad más fuerte. Aparece una
mancha (no identificada) en el sur de la costa Japonesa. (Cap. 5).

20. La corriente ecuatorial en esta zona se encuentra que es subestimada
por las medidas in-situ tomadas por boyas. Esto se debe probablemente a
la pobre cobertura de esta zona a la hora de calcular el promedio (Cap. 4,
Cap. 5).

21. Todos los modelos de geoide proporcionados por GOCE proporcionan
una estimación de las velocidades geostróficas comparable con aquellas
previamente proporcionadas por las topograf́ıas dinámicas de Rio09 y Maxi-
menko (que contienen medidas in–situ). Además, son mucho mejores que las
proporcionadas por la topograf́ıa dinámica de Chamber (=DNS08-EGM08).

Pero como cada respuesta suele traer de la mano una nueva pregunta,
aún quedan algunas que habrá que resolver...

i. ¿Qué pasa realmente con las escalas espaciales pequeñas? ¿Y con
las balsas cerradas o semi–cerradas como el Mediterráneo? Sabemos los
resultados del Mediterráneo, pero ¿son estos inducidos por señal real o por
ruido?

ii. La principales corrientes (las más fuertes) son bien representadas en
todos los modelos (19) y las principales diferencias se aprecian principal-
mente para escalas espaciales más pequeñas (17 & 18). ¿Implica esto que la
mejora real de los modelos se encuentra en las escalas espaciales pequeñas?
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¿Seŕıa el Mediterráneo un buen laboratorio para comparar los distintos
modelos que produce GOCE?

iii. ¿Puede el nuevo filtrado ayudarnos con algunos problemas relacio-
nados con las variaciones temporales de las corrientes? Por ejemplo, ¿nos
ayudaŕıa a detectar y estudiar bifurcaciones de flujo?

iv. ¿Puede el nuevo filtrado usar información direccional de una
superficie para filtrar otra? En tal caso podŕıa ser de gran utilidad para
filtrar por ejemplo, las correcciones que se aplican a una superficie con la
información direccional de la propia superficie.

v. Aunque nos hemos centrado en esta tesis en la determinación del
geoide, altimetŕıa también tiene algo que decir en una posible mejora
de la topograf́ıa dinámica en un futuro. Por ejemplo, los nuevos datos
proporcionados por la misión AltiKa permitirán mejorar la resolución y la
calidad de la superficie de nivel del mar, especialmente en áreas cercanas a
la costa.
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Chapter 0

Preliminars

be on the watch.
there are ways out.
there is a light somewhere.
it may not be much light but
it beats the darkness.
be on the watch.

The Laughing Heart,
Charles Bukowski.

In this preliminary chapter, we introduce the basic ”ingredients” of the
problem of determining the geostrophic currents from satellite data. We start
in section 1 by providing a more rigorous definition of the geostrophic currents
deriving the geostrophic equations from the motion equations, stressing the key
role of the ocean dynamic topography in the determination of the geostrophic
flow. In sections 2 and 3 we introduce the geoid and the sea surface height, as well
data and procedures for their estimation. In section 4, we present how to combine
these estimations for ocean dynamic topography determination.

0.1. Geostrophic equations

Geostrophic currents are result of the balance between two forces: pres-
sure gradient and Coriolis forces1. On the one hand, differences in pressure
across the ocean tends to move the water from a region of high pressure to
a region of low pressure. The resulting force is known as pressure gradient.
On the other hand, rotation of the Earth produces the Coriolis force which is

1For the presentation of the material in this section we follow Stewart (2008), chapters
7 and 10.



2 Preliminars

Figure 1: Geostrophic flow schema. (credits:AMS)

pushing the water to the pressure gradient force opposite direction. When these
two forces are in balance, the resulting flow is known as geostrophic flow (figure 1).

The equations for the geostrophic balance can be derived from the equations
of motion [Mellor (1996); Apel (1999); Stewart (2008); Ferrari and Joyce (2004)]
which comprises the Momentum equation (also known as the Euler equation, the
acceleration equation or the Navier–Stokes equation),

∂u

∂t
+ u

∂u

∂x
+ v

∂u

∂y
+ w

∂u

∂z
= −1

ρ

∂p

∂x
+ 2Ωv sin θ + 2Ωw cos θ + Fx, (1)

∂v

∂t
+ u

∂v

∂x
+ v

∂v

∂y
+ w

∂v

∂z
= −1

ρ

∂p

∂y
− 2Ωu sin θ + Fy, (2)

∂w

∂t
+ u

∂w

∂x
+ v

∂w

∂y
+ w

∂w

∂z
= −1

ρ

∂p

∂z
+ 2Ωu cos θ − g + Fz, (3)

and the continuity equation,

∂u

∂x
+
∂v

∂y
+
∂w

∂z
= 0, (4)

where: (x, y, z) are the dimensions of the cartesian coordinate system; (u, v, w)
represents the corresponding flow velocities; p denotes pressure; ρ water density;
g gravity; (Fx, Fy, Fz) are the components of any frictional force per unit mass;
and θ is latitude.

Assuming the flow has no acceleration, du/dt = dv/dt = dw/dt = 0; that
horizontal velocities are much larger than vertical, w << u, v; that the only
external force is gravity; and that friction is small; then (1), (2) and (3) become2,

2Assumption w << u allows to drop out the term 2Ωw cos θ in (1) as well as since
2Ωu cosφ in (3) is small compared with g, it can be ignored in ocean dynamics.
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∂p

∂x
= ρfv, (5)

∂p

∂y
= −ρfu, (6)

∂p

∂z
= −ρg, (7)

where f = 2Ω sin θ is the Coriolis parameter. These are the geostrophic equations.
The equations can be written as,

u = − 1

ρf

∂p

∂y
; v =

1

ρf

∂p

∂x
, (8)

p = p0 +

∫ ζ

−h
g(φ, z)ρ(z)dz, (9)

where p0 is atmospheric pressure at z = 0, h is depth, and ζ is the height of the
sea surface. Substituting (9) into (8) gives,

u = − 1

fρ

∂

∂y

∫ 0

−h
g(φ, z)ρ(z)dz − g

f

∂ζ

∂y
, (10)

v =
1

fρ

∂

∂x

∫ 0

−h
g(φ, z)ρ(z)dz +

g

f

∂ζ

∂x
. (11)

The use of the above equations in real applications is limited by the poor
geographical and time coverage and resolution of in-situ measurements. According
with (10) and (11), the study of the geostrophic velocities and their evolution
over time would require estimations of pressure gradient, the density of the water
and the Coriolis force, with geographical coverage, space and time resolution that
will depend on the objective of the study. Unfortunately, in–situ measurements
can provide accurate estimation of the required inputs only for local studies and
limited ”campaign” lifetime.

Determination of geostrophic velocities with the desired coverage and reso-
lution, however, it is possible considering a suitable approximation of (10)–(11)
that leads to an alternative formulation of the problem that require as input only
geodetic (satellite) data.

Assuming that density and gravity are constant in the upper few meters of the
ocean, at z=0 (8) leads to a very simple relation: surface geostrophic currents are
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proportional to surface slope. Under the assumptions that ρ and g constants in
[−r, 0], in fact, the pressure on the level surface is:

p = ρg(ζ + r). (12)

Substituting this into (8), gives the two components (us, vs) of the surface
geostrophic currents:

us = − g
f

∂ζ

∂y
, (13)

vs = +
g

f

∂ζ

∂x
. (14)

The determination of the surface slope requires the knowledge of the sea surfa-
ce topography, defined as the sea surface height (SSH) relative to the geoid3 (N).
Thus, according to (13) and (14) surface geostrophic currents are proportional to
the slope of the sea surface topography. SSH and N can be obtained from satellite
altimetry and satellite gravity data, respectively. Thus, the sea surface topogra-
phy, and therefore geostrophic currents, can be estimated using only satellite data.

Data and procedures for the estimation of N and SSH from satellite data are
described in following sections.

0.2. Geoid

The geoid was firstly described by Gauss as ”the mathematical figure of the
Earth”. Roughly speaking the geoid is ”the shape of the Earth if it would be in
equilibrium”. A more rigorous definition of the geoid is obtained involves the no-
tion of gravitational potential [Heiskanen and Moritz (1967); Kaula (2000); Seeber
(2003)]. Denoting by T the difference between the Earth gravitational potential,
V , and the gravitational potential of an ellipsoid of reference, U , according to the
Brurs’ formula the geoid is

N =
T

γ
(15)

where γ is the normal gravity over the ellipsoid of reference.

3Strictly speaking, for comparison with sea level, we are not so interested in differences
of SSH relative to one particular geopotential but in differences of geopotential along
the sea surface. As long as the SSH is within 1 meter from the geopotential surface these
differences are as accurate as 5 mm. Accuracy, however, decreases as the distance increases.
That is why the geoid is the most convenient geopotential surface, since by definition it is
the geopotential surface closer to the mean sea surface [Hughes and Bingham (2006)].
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The geoid N can be expressed in terms of spherical harmonics as follows,

N(r, λ, ϑ) =
GM

rγ

Nmax∑
n=0

(a
r

)n n∑
m=0

(
∆C̄nmcosmλ+ ∆S̄nmsinmλ

)
P̄nm (cosϑ) (16)

where (r, λ, ϑ)=(distance, longitude, geocentric co–latitude), (GM , a,
γ)=(gravitational constant times total mass of Earth, equatorial radius,
normal gravity), (∆Cnm, ∆Snm) are the Stokes spherical harmonic coefficients (∆
denotes that the Stokes coefficients relatives to an ellipsoid of reference have been
already removed from the Stokes coefficients relatives to the Earth) and Pnm the
Legendre’s polynomial for d/o n and m, respectively, up to the maximum degree4

Nmax, and the overbar means normalized values. This is the formula commonly
used to determine de satellite–derived geoid [GO-MA-HPF-GS-0110 (2009)].

0.2.1. GRACE

Gravity Recovery and Climate Experience (GRACE) mission, in orbit since
March 17, 2002, has as a primary objective to obtain accurate estimates of the
time–variable components of the Earth’s gravity field [Bettapdur (2007b)]. This
is achieved by making continuous measurements of the distance between two
twin spacecraft (figure 2) which are co–orbiting in a near circular polar orbit
with an altitude of around 500 km separated by around 220 km each other
along–track. Spatial and temporal variations in the Earth’s gravity field affect
the trajectories of each of the twin spacecraft in a different way. These differences
are manifested in changes in the distance between the two spacecraft which is at
the same time reflected in the time–of–flight of microwaves signals transmitted
and received nearly simultaneously between the two aircraft. This range change
is then analyzed to extract the parameters of an Earth gravity model. GRACE
measures the geopotential which refers to the exterior potential of the Earth
system, which includes its solid and fluid components (ocean and atmosphere).

Previous to the GRACE era, Earth’s gravitational models were based on deca-
des of tracking Earth–orbiting satellites. These did a good job in solving the large
scale features of the Earth’s gravitational field but could not solve finer scales.
Since GRACE was launched, the Earth’s gravitational field estimation underwent

4It suposes an important source of errors. The real value of the geoid would be reached
for Nmax =∞ which is imposible from an human point of view. Thus, the expansion of the
geopotential in spherical harmonics has to be truncated up to a maximum degree which is
directly related with the resolution reached in the space domain by 20.000/Nmax (20.000
km is approximately the perimeter of the Earth’s equator). Then, the geoid cannot be
resolved for scales shorter than 20.000/Nmax and the errors derived from this limitation
together with the Gibbs oscillations are called omission errors.
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a great improvement. As an illustration we show in figure 3 an Earth’s gravita-
tional model estimated from data from several dozen of satellites and in figure 4
the more recent EGM2008 model [Pavlis et al. (2008)] that combines GRACE
data (expanded up to d/o 180), global in–situ gravity data (for land areas) and
altimetry data (for ocean areas). It can be observed that while the gravity model
in figure 3 only allow to detect long space scale signals, such as the Andes range
in South America, the more recent EGM2008 model in figure 4 provides a much
finer resolution, detecting for example the plates borders at the Pacific Asian coast.

Spatial resolution of gravity models that exclusively use satellite gravity data
can be improved if altimetry data are also considered, as for the EGM2008 model.
This is due to limitations in the capabilities of satellite gravity to solve the shorter
scales. However, our objective is to combine SSH measurement from altimetry
with an independent estimation of the geoid. That prevents us from using geoid
models that use altimetry data.

Within this restricted framework, the most recent gravity models are: the
EIGEN02S1 developed by GFZ; the GGM03 developed by CSR; and the ITG–
Grace2010S developed by the IGG. The EIGEN04S1 model (released in 2006)
combines GRACE and Lageos data and it is provided up to d/o 150 (around
133 km). The GGM03 model (released in 2008) used only GRACE data and it
is given as a set of Stokes coefficients complete up to d/o 180 (∼111 km). The
ITG–Grace2010S model is a newer only GRACE data (released in 2010) and it is
given up to d/o 180. Power spectra for the three models is shown in figure 5. It
can be observed that the ITG–Grace2010S model has much smaller formal errors
than the first two models for all degrees and it will be used later in the thesis as
the gravity model for GRACE data.

0.2.2. GOCE

Gravity field and steady–state Ocean Circulation Explorer (GOCE) mission,
in orbit since March, 17 2009, is the first Core Earth Explore mission in the
context of the ESA’s Living Planet program. Its major goal is to acquire an
estimation of the Earth’s gravitational field and the geoid with high spatial
resolution and accuracy (1 − 2 cm in height at spatial resolution shorter than
100 km [Drinkwater et al. (2003)], which is more than twice as fine in linear
spacing as GRACE). For that, GOCE spacecraft (figure 6) is equipped with a
Electrostatic Gravity Gradiometer with three pairs of 3–axis (six accelerometers)
capacitive accelerometers on an ultra–stable Carbon–Carbon structure as well as
with a Satellite to Satellite Tracking Instrument with a Geodetic–quality orbit
determination (around 1 cm). The technique consists in measuring (in all three
spatial directions) the differences in acceleration between pairs of test–masses. The
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Figure 2: GRACE twin spacecraft. (credits:NASA)

Figure 3: Example about the ”before the GRACE era” gravity field model. (cre-
dits:CSR)

measured signal is the difference in gravitational acceleration at the proof–mass
locations inside the spacecraft where the gravitational signal reflects the various
attracting masses of the Earth. GOCE orbit is around 250 km of altitude, which
is a half of GRACE altitude. Due to the distance dependence of the gravitational
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Figure 4: Example about the ”on the GRACE era” gravity field model. (cre-
dits:NGA)

Figure 5: Power spectra for several GRACE gravity models (sh, solid lines) and
corresponding formal errors (calsd, dotted lines).

forces GOCE lower orbit implies stronger signals and greater accuracy.

In figure 7 we compare the geoid model as inferred from the first release
(corresponding to the first 61–cycle) of the GOCE data [Pail et al. (2011)] with
the geoid estimation from the ITG–Grace2010S gravitational model (that uses
7 years of GRACE data). We observe that the main difference between the two
models is their spatial resolution, with the GOCE model performing much better
than the GRACE model (note how saturated colors in the lower panel of fi-
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Figure 6: GOCE spacecraft. (credits:ESA)

gure 7 are located along the coastal areas and along the borders of tectonic plates).

0.3. Sea Surface Height

If sea level were not affected by currents, weather conditions (wind, pressu-
re...), and tides (moon, sun and other bodies), it would coincide with the geoid.
However, the sea level is disturbed not only by these phenomena, but indirectly
also by changes in SSH produced by the geostrophic flow. SSH is measured by
radar altimetry satellites. This is basically done by determining the distance from
the satellite to a target surface (in this case, the ocean surface) by measuring the
satellite–to–surface round–trip time of a radar pulse. As shown in figure 8, the
onboard radar altimeter transmits microwave radiation toward the sea surface
that partly reflects back to the satellite. Measurements of the round–trip travel
time provides the height of the satellite above the instantaneous sea surface (that
is the range in figure 8). At the same time the orbit of the satellite has to be
precisely tracked, this is currently done combining three positioning techniques:
GPS, SLR and DORIS. Then, the SSH is determined as difference between the
two altitudes.

The combination of several altimetric satellites, with their different configu-
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Figure 7: A GOCE geoid model (upper panel) compared with the ITG–Grace2010S
geoid model in term of differences (lower panel).

rations, provides high precision altimetry data that makes possible to determine
mean sea surface (MSS) with much higher resolution than would be possible to
achieve using a single satellite. Let us then introduce briefly the different satellites
used in this study:

• GEOSAT: was launched in March 1985 and ended its mission in January
1990. It had as primary objective to determine the marine geoid for the US
Navy by a 17–day repeat orbit.
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Figure 8: Schema on altimetric principle of measurement. (credits: AVISO)

• ERS–1 and ERS–2: are ESA’s satellites whose main mission is to observe the
Earth’s atmosphere and ocean. ERS–1 was lacunched on July 1991 and it
was followed by its second version in April 1995. Both were used as a tandem
mission until June 1996 with identical orbits (35–day) having a one–day shift.
ERS–1 ended in March 2000 and ERS–2 recently in July 2011.

• TOPEX/POSEIDON: is a join NASA/CNES satellite that was launched
on 10 August 1992. It was the first mission having as the main task to
measure the sea surface height. Each ten days, it supplies the world’s ocean
topography (which is in fact the SSH) with unprecedented accuracy. The
mission was ended in January 2006.

• JASON–1: is a mini–satellite launched to space in December 2001 (still on
flight) as the T/P follow on mission. All its instruments derive from T/P
but limiting their weight and their consumtion of energy. Its unchanged
orbit allows a continuous acquisition of measurements and thus a further
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Figure 9: Measurement accuracy for several satellite altimetry missions. (credits:
CNES)

understanding of many ocean phenomena on the long term.

• ENVISAT: is the following–on mission to ERS–1 and ERS–2. It was launched
in March 2002 and it goes on orbiting the Earth.

• JASON–2: takes over and continues T/P and Jason–1 missions in 2008. It
carries the same kind of payload than its two predecessors for a high accuracy
altimetry mission.

Measurement accuracy since the first satellite mission based on radar al-
timetry was launch has improved dramatically over time. As shown in figure
9, monitoring the SSH variations due to low–amplitude ocean dynamical pro-
cesses using satellite altimetry has become a feasible task starting from 1992,
when the T/P mission allowed to reduce the orbit error below the ocean variability.

Current satellite control and data processing operations allow to estimate
weekly maps for the SSH. In this thesis, for this purpose we use two altimetric
products. The first one is the CLS01–MSS which is a mean sea surface processed
by CLS released in 2001 [Hernandez and Schaeffer (2001)]. This MSS is estimated
from 7 years of T/P (1993–1999) data, 5 years of ERS–1/2 and 2 years of Geosat
and it is given on a 1/30 degree grid. The second product consists of weekly sea
level anomaly (SLA) maps processed and provided by AVISO. Such anomalies
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Figure 10: Mean Sea Surface. The upper panel shows the CLS01–MSS extended
to 18 years of data (1993–2010). The lower panel shows the diferences relative to
the original CLS01–MSS (1993–1999) (more detailed description in the text).

are referred on the mentioned CLS01–MSS and they also are a combined solution
from several satellites, in this case ERS–1/2, T/P, ENVISAT and Jason–1/2.
SLA extends over the period since 1993/10/14 to 2010/12/01. We use here
the quarter degree expansion product in its version of May 3rd, 2011. As with
the geoid solution, the altimetric data are given with usual corrections applied,
including ionospheric delay, dry and wet tropospheric corrections, electromagnetic
bias, solid Earth and ocean tides, ocean tide loading, pole tide, sea state bias,
instrumental corrections, and the Inverted Barometer response of the ocean
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[CLS-DOS-NT-06-034 (2011)].

Figure 11: Sea Level rising based on measurements from satellite radar altimeters.
The local trends were estimated using data from TOPEX/Poseidon (T/P), Jason–
1, and Jason–2, which have monitored the same ground track since 1992. (credits:
NOAA)

We have extended the CLS01–MSS considering a period of about 18 year
by simply adding to CLS01–MSS a time–averaged value of the SLA data
(after projecting the CLS01–MSS on a quarter degree grid through a cubic
splines interpolation). In figure 10 it is shown the extended CLS01–MSS and its
differences with the original CLS01–MSS. Higher differences are due to the sea
level rising over the last decades [Cabanes et al. (2001); Cazenave and Nerem
(2004); Nerem et al. (2006); Cazenave and Llovel (2010)] as observed in figure 11.
Differences up to 10 cm arises mainly at the western Pacific ocean and around the
major currents areas. It can be observed for example how the Kuroshio Current
extending eastward from Japan in the North Pacific reaches values around 10
cm. Similar behavior is observed for the ACC extending from South Africa to
South Australian coast, for the Falkland (Maldives) Current, for the Gulf Stream
Current at the western North America coast, and for many other areas, providing
an overall evidence of the key role of the MSS estimation in determining the SGC.
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Figure 12: MDT (cm) from [Rio and Hernandez (2004)].

Figure 13: Scheme of the procedure of combining SSH and N to get MDT.

0.4. Ocean Dynamic Topography

The ocean dynamic topography (ODT, or simply DT) is defined as the part
of the SSH produced by geostrophic flow. It can be estimated as the SSH (after
correcting for all the other signals) relative to the geoid (conveniently determined).
In particular, it can be obtained by ”simple” subtraction,

DT = SSH −N. (17)

Nevertheless, this task is not as simple as it could appear at first impression.
There are many subtleties that need to be properly addressed, in particular:

• Factors that affect SSH and N surfaces. Satellites altimetry data require co-
rrections for various factors due to atmospheric delay, and biases between
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the mean electromagnetic scattering surface and the sea at the air sea in-
terface. On the other hand, gravity satellites are subject to gravity forces
induced by external bodies (sun, moon, N-body perturbation), by variations
in the Earth’s geocenter as well as Earth’s mass redistribution processes
which naturally affects to the gravitational field estimation (such as those
due to the GIA [Lambeck et al. (1998); Peltier (2004); Wahr et al. (2000)]).

• Difference in the reference system and choice of the tide system. The geoid
is given relative to the center of mass of the earth and the SSH is given
relative to an ellipsoid of reference. They need to be expressed with respect
to a common reference system. On the other hand, the choice of the tide–
system plays a key role in estimating both surfaces (since it determines
how the permanent tide effect is handled). There are three systems: mean
tide (permanent tides included), zero tide (permanent tides removed), and
non–tidal (permanent tides removed and the Earth’s bulge relaxed by that
absence)[Smith (1998); Hughes and Bingham (2006)]. The same tide system
must be used when estimating SSH and N surfaces.

• Differences in the natural SSH and N domains. Satellite data are usually gi-
ven in the spectral domain (see the discussion in section 0.2) while altimetry
data are provided at a gridded surface. The geoid can be removed from the
SSH in either the physical space or in the spectral domain. In both cases,
however, due to the omission errors some additional work needs to be done
because: (i) due to limitations of gravity satellites in solving the short scales
of the geoid (that altimetric satellites solve), some filtering is needed to bring
both surfaces onto the same resolution; (ii) Gibbs oscillations decays slowly
away from discontinuities or sharp gradients for the geoid but not for the
sea surface, thus the coastal areas of the DT are affected by a ”continental
leakage”.

The relevance of the points discussed above become apparent if we observe
that the SSH and N surfaces are in the order of 100 m (see figures 7 and 10)
while ODT is in the order of 1 m [Bingham et al. (2008); Haines et al. (2010)]
(figure 12). That means that, if the three points we have discussed above are not
dealt carefully the estimated difference between both SSH and N could be due to
factors that have nothing to do with ODT.

The standard procedures to deal with these subtleties consist on:

• Data for both SSH and N surfaces should include the usual corrections:
tides, pole tides and the several effects affecting the measurement of the
signal, which are different and of different nature for each satellite.

• The CLS01–MSS is given in a mean tide system relative to the T/P reference
ellipsoid (a = 6378136.3 m, f = 1/298.257222101, GM = 398600.4415 · 109,
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ω = 7292115 · 10−11). Those are the standard we use when estimating the
geoid.

• The differences in the natural SSH and N domains can be dealt in two ways:
the point–wise method (PW) and the spectral–wise method (SW). The PW
method expands the geoid to the physical domain. However, the difference in
resolution between both the SSH and the geoid is still too large resulting in
ODT noise. As an alternative, the SW method expands the SSH as a set of
spherical harmonics and then combine them with the spherical harmonics of
the geoid. In this way, all degrees higher than Nmax in (16) are automatically
neglected and the resulting ODT does not contain noise due to differences
in resolution. A simple description of the SW method algorithm is shown in
figure 13. In a first step the geoid is projected on a gridded mesh of a certain
degree of resolution and the areas not covered by altimetric data (land and
small inland seas/lakes, highest latitudes) are filled with the (present) geoid
values. Because for land areas the SSH value coincides with the geoid, the
”continental leakage” effect will be partly removed when subtracting the
geoid from the SSH [Bingham et al. (2008)]. Once we have ”completed” the
data we estimate the Stokes coefficients for both SSH and N surfaces up to
the maximum degree Nmax the data permits. The harmonics corresponding
to the geoid are removed from those corresponding the SSH. The new set of
Stokes coefficients corresponds to the ODT.





Chapter 1

Global Surface Geostrophic
Currents derived from satellite
ocean altimetry and a GOCE
geoid

Everything about him was old except his eyes
and they were the same color as the sea
and were cheerful and undefeated.

The old man and the sea,
Ernest Hemingway.

Abstrac: In this chapter we give a preliminar solution for the global
mean pattern of the surface geostrophic currents derived from a merged
solution from several altimetric satellites (T/P, Jason 1/2, ERS–1/2,
GEOSAT) and a geoid from the first 61–day cycle of the GOCE mission.
This solution is compared with that obtained from a long–averaged
GRACE–induced geoid as well as with mean circulation patterns estima-
ted from in–situ measurement and with velocities estimated by general
circulation models. Results from GOCE are very promising showing
a higher accuracy and resolution, and much closer values to in–situ
measurements, than previous satellite only solutions.
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1.1. Introduction

Ocean currents are a factor of upmost importance in determining the climate
pattern and evolution of the Earth [NRC (1992); OSB-NRC (1994)]. To be
able to determine them has long been a quest of climatologists, oceanographers,
geophysicists, and modellers alike, as well as practitioners of fishery and maritime
commercial enterprises.

With great advances of observational techniques in the recent two decades,
space geodesy is poised to yield a complete determination of the Surface Geostro-
phic Currents (SGC, figure 1.1), on global and regional scales and as function of
time. A great advantage of studying SGC from space using satellites is the global
homogeneous coverage. On one hand, to date more than 18 years of altimetric
data have been available, yielding MSS of the global ocean except the extreme
high latitude Arctic ocean. On the other hand, accurate global geoid solutions N
are made possible by gravimetric satellites. Their difference, MSS − N , is the
MDT, which is the source data to feed into the geostrophic balance equation, and
out comes the estimates of the mean global SGC.

The key requirement to date is a geoid solution N with accuracy and spatial
resolution as high as possible. Since its launch in March 2002, the Gravity Reco-
very and Climate Experiment (GRACE) mission has been widely used to monitor
the Earth’s time variable gravity field at monthly intervals as well as determine
high spatial resolution static geoid [Tapley et al. (2004b)]. Combined with ocean
altimetric data this has proven to be successful in solving for the long–term
ocean circulation [Tapley et al. (2003); Maximenko et al. (2009)], as well as basin
scale currents [Birol et al. (2004)]. However, higher resolution is highly desired in

Figure 1.1: Main ocean surface currents (credits: NOAA/AOML).
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order to improve the understanding of the dynamics of the oceans at shorter scales.

The Gravity and steady–state Ocean Circulation Explorer (GOCE) satellite
mission, as the name suggests, is one such attempt. GOCE, launched in March of
2009, is the first Core Earth Explorer mission in ESA’s Living Planet programme,
and has as the major goal to acquire an estimation of the Earth’s geoid accurate
to 1− 2 cm in height at spatial resolution shorter than 100 km [Drinkwater et al.
(2003)], more than twice as fine in linear spacing as GRACE’s. Bingham et al.
(2011) and Knudsen et al. (2011) have recently proved the potential of GOCE
data for the MDT determination.

Bingham et al. (2011) presented an initial assessment of the GOCE data in
terms of the mean circulation of the North Atlantic proving that with just two
months of data, the estimated circulation from GOCE is already superior to a
similar estimate based on eight years of GRACE observations (ITG–Grace2010S
model). Knudsen et al. (2011) used a Gaussian filter (GF) of 140 km to solve the
global geostrophic currents from a GOCE–based MDT which were proved to be
superior to those from a GRACE–based MDT and close to the one derived from
a MDT provided by Maximenko et al. (2009).

Here, we present an independent assess of GOCE data, with early results
for the mean global SGC based on the GOCE–derived geoid, from the most
optimistic point of view. This is by using spherical harmonic expansion up to the
maximum degree available from the first release of GOCE data and applying a
simple Gaussian filter to smooth the transition band to the ommission errors.
Results are compared to those based on a GRACE–derived geoid model and those
from an ocean general circulation model and in–situ data compiled from drifter
buoys.

1.2. Data and methodology

GOCE Earth’s gravity model

We use the direct solution for the Earth’s gravitational model provided by
the first 61–day cycle of GOCE, available through the GOCE Virtual Online
archive (http://eo-virtual-archive1.esa.int/). These data are given as a
set of spherical harmonic complete up to d/o 240 which implies a maximum
geographical resolution of around 83 km. This direct solution is constrained to
the GRACE EIGEN51C [Foerste et al. (2008)] that is used as a background
model. Data are given with the usual corrections applied: direct tides of Sun,
Moon and Planets; solid Earth and ocean tides; solid Earth and ocean pole tides;
general relativistic perturbations and atmosphere and ocean variability. For the

http://eo-virtual-archive1.esa.int/
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GOCE–derived geoid the IB effect is estimated from atmospheric data from the
ECMWF operational analysis, from bottom pressure estimates from the OMCT
model [Thomas (2002)] and from a GRACE monthly gravity field time series.
A more complete description of the product and applied corrections is given in
detail in GO-MA-HPF-GS-0110 (2009) and GO-TN-HPF-GS-0111 (2009). The
geoid height is detemined trhough formula (16) in section 0.2.

GRACE Earth’s gravity model

We are interested in assessing the short–scale resolution improvement of this
new generation of the gravity field estimation. For that, simultaneously to the
GOCE–derived geoid we estimated a GRACE–derived geoid. ITG–Grace2010S
model is a high–resolution time–mean model based on 7 years of GRACE
observations (2002/08–2009/08) containing the complete gravity field signal
including atmosphere and ocean masses. As foresaid in section 0.2.1, it is given
as a Stokes coefficient series completes up to d/o 180 (see figure 5, black solid
and dotted lines). The spherical harmonics are given with the usual corrections
applied [Kurtenbach et al. (2009); Bettapdur (2007a,b)], including solid Earth
and ocean tides, atmosphere and ocean variability, solid earth and ocean pole
tide, and N–body and general relativistic perturbations; and with the mean of the
AOD1B product restored afterwards (hence corrected for the IB). For a further
description on the processing details the reader is required to Mayer-Guerr et al.
(2010). Althought the original model is expanded up to a maximum degree 180,
when determining the geoid (16) we used a maximum degree Nmax = 120 since
we observed that for degrees higher than 120 the errors in the GRACE–induced
geoid are large enough to be appreciable on the MDT, similarly it happens with
other models as GGM0X [Tapley et al. (2005)].

In figure 1.2 it is shown the power spectra for both two models. The GOCE
model is more accurate than state–of–the–art GRACE models (figures 5 and 1.2)
for degrees 130− 150 and up, but less accurate for the lower degrees.

Altimetric measurments of the sea level

Simultaneously to the GRACE and GOCE geoids a MSS for more than 18
years of altimetry data is also estimated (as described in section 0.3). As with the
geoid solution, altimetric sea level data are given with usual corrections applied
(including the IB response of the ocean, see section 0.3).

↪→ Mean Dynamic Topography

The MDT is obtained by subtracting the geoid from the MSS. They were
combined as following the SW method described in section 0.4. A GF of radius
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20000 km/Nmax [Jekeli (1981); Swenson and Wahr (2002), Appendix A.4] was
applied to both SSH and N harmonics in order to get smoothed the noise in the
higher degrees.

↪→ Surface velocities components

Equations (13) and (14) are applied to the MDT to estimate the components
of the geostrophic velocities (us, vs). Note that the horizontal Coriolis force, and
hence f , vanishes at the equator. This fact involves unstability in the geostrophic
velocities estimation. We address this problem by estimating the geostrophic
currents for the equator band [5oS, 5oN ] following the method by Lagerloef et al.
(1999), briefly introduced in the Appendix A.3.

Figure 1.2: Power spectra for the GOCE–induced and the GRACE–induced models
(solid lines)and their corresponding formal (calibrated) errors (dotted lines).

In–situ buoys measurements

Satellite–tracked surface drifting buoys [Sybrandy and Niiler (1991); Niiler
(2001)] provide observations of near–surface circulation. A drifter is composed of
a surface float which is tethered to a holey sock drogue, centered at 15 m depth.
The drifter follows the flow integrated over the drogue depth. Drifter velocities
are derived from finite differencing their raw position fixes. Wind stress and the
local Coriolis parameter were used to estimate the Ekman component [Ralph
and Niiler (1999)], which was subtracted to generate a separate set of Ekman–
removed velocities corresponding to the geostrophic velocities. These velocities
are provided by the GDP assembly center (www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/dac/).

www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/dac/
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Figure 1.3: Upper panel: MDT from the GOCE–induced geoid; middel pannel:
MDT from the ITG–Grace2010 model geoid; lower panel: difference between the
GRACE and the GOCE derived MDTs.

Here we use a climatology of near–surface currentsat 1 degree resolution covering
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[73oS 85oN ] × [0oE 360oE] [Lumpkin and Garraffo (2005)]. Figure 1.4 shows the
global coverage of the data.

Figure 1.4: Space coverage of the annual climatology provided by the drifter buoys.
Color scale represents number of days a buoys cross the location.

ECCO model

Horizontal velocities components data have been proportioned by JPL ECCO
Ocean Data Assimilation (http://ecco.jpl.nasa.gov/). ECCO model is based
on the MITgcm. A detailed description of the model is provided by Adcroft et al.
(2002). The model cover almost the whole global ocean, [80oS 79oN ]×[0oE 360oE],
within a Mercator projection which is 1 degree for high latitudes and around 1/3
degree for lower latitudes close to equator. Time span is covering, at 10–days
intervals, 18 years of data, from January 1993 to December 2010. There are 46
levels with 10 m spacing within 150 m of the surface and gradually increasing
to 400 metres at depth. As we are interested in comparing the SGC at the level
surface we keep only the first layer of the outputs which is 5 meters deph. Data
are projected onto an homogeneous 1 degree grid via a cubic splines interpolation.

1.3. Results

As a first approach to the resolution improvement we show the MDT surface
derived from the GOCE–induced and the GRACE–induced geoid in figure 1.3.
This is directly related with the geostrophic circulation since the contours of
the dynamic height are streamlines of the geostrophic flow and its cross–stream

http://ecco.jpl.nasa.gov/
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gradient measures the flow speed. The lower panel shows the map of dirences
between both MDTs which moves in a range higher than 10 cm in absolute value.
It can be observed as the main differences mark all the coastal areas as well as
the major circulation features: the Kuroshio current at the Japanese coast, the
Gulf Stream current at the eastern North American coast, the ACC along the
Antarctica and the Falkland (Maldives) Current at the eastern South American
coast. As expected the map of differences reflects short space–scale signals since
the resolution of both MDTs is not the same (GOCE resolution is twice). Some
long space–scale signal, as the equatorial Pacific reaching values up to 9 cm, can
be also apreciated at the map.

1.3.1. Geostrophic solution for the major currents

Figures 1.5a–b, respectively, show the eastward and northward speeds of mean
global SGC from the GOCE–derived MDT. Figure 1.5c–d, respectively, show
the corresponding amplitude and direction angle (counterclockwise from east
direction) of the horizontal velocity vector.

The general pattern of global circulation is clearly delineated (see figure
1.1), but much more detailed examination of all the currents with high spatial
resolution is now readily achievable. Besides the Equatorial currents, the concen-
trated high SGC speeds over, say, 50 cm/s delineate the well known major currents.

In the North Atlantic, we can observe the North Atlantic Drift as a conti-
nuation of the Gulf Stream, with evidences of two branches with lesser intensity
(around 10 − 15 cm/s), one heading northward along the coast of Norway, the
Norwegian Current that shows amplitudes of 30 cm/s, and the other one heading
southward towards the Canary Islands. Along the east coast of Greenland is very
well appreciated the southward flowing East Greenland Current, as well as the
Labrador Current as a southward flow that continues off the coast of Canada,
both with intensities up to 30 cm/s.

In the South Pacific, at the western boundary we find the East Australia
Current flowing southward from the Coral Sea paralleling the east coast of
Australia into the Tasman Sea, with velocities around 40 cm/s. The South Pacific
Current flows eastward and when approaches the coast of Peru, the Peru Current
flows northward till it meets the westward SEC.

In the North Pacific, the three currents that form the subpolar gyre are well
identified: the cyclonic Alaska Current that flows along the Gulf of Alaska, the
southward flowing Oyashio Current that flows from the Bering Sea south west off
the Kuril Islands to meet the Kuroshio Current, both with velocities around 25
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cm/s, and with lower velocities, of 10 − 15 cm/s, the Aleutian Current flowing
eastward till it approaches the coast of North America, where it divides to form
the northward flowing Alaska Current and the southward flowing California
Current.

In the South Atlantic Ocean, it is observed in the western boundary, with
velocities close to 30 cm/s, the Brazil current flowing southward along the central
South American coast, it turns east off the Ŕıo de la Plata as the South Atlantic
Current with moderate velocities lower than 10 cm/s, until it reaches the African
coast, forming the Benguela Current that goes northward with velocities close to
25 − 30 cm/s, till it meets the SEC flowing westward. It can be also appreciated
the Antarctic coastal current, that flows towards the west following the coast
of Antarctica, and meets the easterly flowing ACC at the Drake Passage where
emerges the Maldives (Falkland) current as a branch of the ACC that flows
northward along the continental shelf of Argentina until it reaches the Brazil
current.

In the Indian Ocean, it is very clearly appreciated the Agulhas current
southward in the eastern Indian Ocean, that address the Indian SEC toward
the east coast of Africa, following the African coasts through the Mozambique
Channel, and also along the east of the island of Madagascar. The South Indian
Current flows westward with moderate velocities around 10 cm/s and when
approaches the west coast of Australia it turns north along that coast forming the
West Australian Current with velocities around 20− 30 cm/s.

For all along the equatorial band, and mainly at the Pacific ocean, three
branches with more or less intensity (in blue, red and blue) can be more or
less clearly identified. These are corresponding to the NEC, ECC, and SEC
respectively. North and South Equatorial westward currents are linked to the
equatorward currents of each ocean basin and reach, jointly with the eastward
Equatorial currents, very high velocities over the 50 cm/s.

1.3.2. Comparing with GRACE–derived SGC

The high increasing in the resolution provided by GOCE is clearly appreciated
when results are compared with those as deducted from a GRACE–derived MDT.
These last are shown in figure 1.6. In figure 1.6a–b, respectively, it is shown the
zonal and meridional components of the SGC and in figure 1.6c–d, respectively,
the amplitude and direction of the currents. It can be observed how the general
circulation pattern is well reproduced although it becomes smoother than in
figure 1.5, due to the lower resolution available from GRACE–derived products.
Estimated velocities for the major currents show amplitudes significantly weaker,
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Figure 1.5: (a) zonal component, or east–speed us; (b) meridional component,
or north–speed vs; (c) module of horizontal velocity; (d) phase angle (from east
direction), of the SGC estimated using MDT = Altimetric MSST minus GOCE–
derived geoid N.

Figure 1.6: As in figure 1.5 but using the ITG–Grace2010 geoid model.
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Figure 1.7: Zoom–in to the major currents: Gulf Stream, Kuroshio, and Atarctic
Circumpolar Current. Velocities amplitude for data derived from (a) a GOCE–
derived geoid; (b) a GRACE–derived geoid; (c) the ECCO model; (d) in–situ drifters
buoy climatology data.

but the main patterns are clearly identified.

The smoother pattern makes the Equator band to be shown with less detail
than the GOCE–derived one. This is due to the noise concentration on the higher
degrees of the spherical harmonic expansion. Not surprising, since GRACE geoid
is estimated up to a maximum degree of 120 and consequently less noise (in
detriment of a lesser detail) is influencing the MDT estimation. Anyway, i) SGC
at the equator band are completely zonal for seasonal and long–term averaged
estimations [Huang et al. (2007)]; and ii) noise is higher at equator band and
decreases for higher latitudes, because GOCE tracks become closer to each other
[Zlotnicki et al. (2006)]. Those two facts imply that for higher latitudes this kind
of noise has not as high influence as for low latitudes and then, the SGC should
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be able to be estimated at such areas; and for the equator band one could just
compare the zonal component of the SGC in order to get an estimation of the
real improvement between both data sources. This way, the comparison between
the figures 1.5a and 1.6a evidences the high resolving power of GOCE compared
with GRACE, supporting a substantially improved GOCE geoid skill.

The increase in details can be better appreciated at high latitudes where
the resolving signal power of GOCE and GRACE is higher. We selected areas
corresponding to three of the major currents in order to better illustrate
about it: the Kuroshio, the Gulf Stream and the ACC all along the Antarctica
coast. Figure 1.7a–b zooms in each of them from the results corresponding
to a GOCE–derived geoid and a GRACE–derived geoid respectively. Notice,
how in figure 1.7a we can appreciate the finer details provided by the GOCE
resolution, that are crudely captured with the GRACE derived SGC in figure 1.7b.

1.3.3. Comparison with ECCO outputs

In order to have a more general vision about the different techniques available
to estimate the SGC we compared the results with those provided as outputs of the
ECCO model. In figure 1.8 it is shown the velocities estimation provided by outputs
of a GCM. Figure 1.8a–b shows respectively the zonal and meridional velocities
components. Figure 1.8c–d shows the amplitude and the directions of the currents.

It is observed how in general, the pattern estimated by the circulation model
is poorer than those from GOCE and GRACE induced MDT. It can be clearly
appreciated for example, in how the ECC and the NEC is delimited at the North
Western Pacific Ocean. There, both GOCE and GRACE zonal components depict
a clear easward ECC and westward NEC while such distinction is not so clear for
the ECCO zonal component.

In general, the ECCO model only barely captures the currents, with poor
spatial resolution and small amplitudes. This can be clearly seen when we
centre our attention just on the three major currents used above to illustrate
the improvement in detail and resolution provided by GOCE. In figure 1.7c,
the Kuroshio, Gulf Stream and ACC long–term mean velocities amplitudes as
provided by ECCO are displayed. It can be observed how the results from GCM
simulations are still weaker than those from GRACE keeping this technique far
away of getting good results.
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Figure 1.8: As in figure 1.5 but showing results provided by ECCO.

Figure 1.9: As in figure 1.5 but showing results provided by in–situ observation
by drifter buoys.

1.3.4. Comparison with in–situ observations

In–situ measurements should provide, in a beggining, results being closer to
real. In this sense, results provided by drifter buoys are presented to be a suitable
tool to validate the results. Figure 1.9 shows the velocities estimation as provided
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by in–situ observation by drifter buoys. Figure 1.9a–b shows respectively the
zonal and meridional velocities components and figure 1.9c–d the amplitude and
the directions of the currents.

Buoys estimations are depicted with stronger velocities and much finer
detailed than those from ECCO and GRACE. Howover, results derived from
a GOCE geoid are in a very good agreement with them, not only in terms of
velocity amplitude, but also for most of the geographical definition of the currents.
It can be more clearly seen when comparing the zoom in at the major currents
in figure 1.7d. Only some significant differences are observed for the ACC area
closest to the Antarctic coast and it could be related with the altimetric MSS
rather than GOCE. This is because of the merged altimetric solution, that is
poorer in such areas since latitude coverage varies depending on the satellite orbit
configuration (in the case of T/P and Jason they have a latitude measurement
coverage of +/-66o, while ERS and Envisat have +/-82o and Geosat, GFO +/-72o).

Such a good agreement between the results form GOCE and the in–situ
measurement, not only in terms of velocity amplitude, but also for most of the
geographical definition of the currents, implies not only an illustration about the
real improvement of the GOCE capabilities relative to the previous space gravity
missions, but also a validation of the technique in itself. This means the SGC
start to be deducted from geodetic MDTs in a such good way that it becomes
possible to estimate the geostrophy from space with results comparables to those
from in–situ measurements.

1.4. Conclusions

From the early results presented here, based on just 1 cycle of GOCE data,
we can conclude that the sea surface topography can be reliably observed from
space with a resolution down to ∼83 km, improving the ∼167 km of GRACE
(both of course form the most optimistic point of view), reaching one of the main
goals of the GOCE mission. Therefore, space gravity data allows estimating the
ocean mean dynamic topography with an unprecedented accuracy and resolution.

Although the Equator band is presented to need a higher degree of filtering,
the geostrophic currents derived from a preliminary full–potential–GOCE–induced
MDT resolves quite well for the middle and higher latitudes as deducted for the
major ocean SGC. In this way, the GOCE induced MDT clearly represents an
improvement on the estimation of the SGC, not only due to the higher resolution,
but also the estimated amplitude values for the velocities.

The SGC obtained from the ECCO OGCM are much poorer than the other
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three solutions due to the fact that ECCO is a global non–eddie–resolving model.
Therefore, in order to obtain a better solution for the ocean currents from OGCM,
local high resolution eddie–resolving models should be used. On the contrary,
horizontal velocities provided by buoys are observed in good agreement with the
GOCE and GRACE induced results. Since in–situ measurements should be in a
principle closer to the true value, we used these buoys velocities to validate the
results.

It was shown how the GOCE–induced results agree quite well with the in–situ
measurements in both velocities magnitude and space delimitation. Such good
agreement provide a validation of the technique in itself. With GOCE, geodetic
estimation of the SGC starts to provide results being as good as those provided
by in–situ measurement.

While GRACE has revolutionized scientific community by allowing to measure
the time variable gravity, GOCE is providing measurements of Earth’s gravity
field with an precedent accuracy. Nevertheless, both missions can provide space
only static geoids, and we have derived the surface geostrophic currents from
both solutions of the geoid. The GOCE induced MDT is shown to be superior to
a static GRACE-induced MDT, although both display the major characteristic of
the global circulation pattern. The GRACE solution underestimates notably the
velocities with a lower space resolution. In the future, further work could lead to
an optimal combination of a merge data solution from both gravity missions.

This study is meant to illustrate how the GOCE mission success on its goal
of mapping the geoid, and we have shown how from a preliminary solution it
has been able to obtain and study the mean SGC. Further studies based on this
data and using a similar methodology, can readily estimate the global SGC as
a function of time, at a desired temporal resolution, of let’s say, weekly. This is
particularly relevant, opening a new frontier, in the study of mesoscale phenomena
such as eddies, gyres, flow bifurcations ect with unprecedented resolution, down
to spatial scales lower than 100 km.





Chapter 2

Seasonal variations of the
Surface Geostrophic Current

...seasons came and changed the time...

Bang Bang (My baby shoot me down),
Nancy Sinatra

Abstract: Once the mean pattern for the SGC has been estimated
and studied, our interest centers around the temporal evolution of the
geostrophic flow. In this chapter we study the time variation of the SGC
at seasonal time scales. For that, we use anomalies of the SSH relative to
the MSS (1993–2010) in order to work in a full–resolution frame. Here
we deal with a 52–week seasonal climatology and, in particular, with the
annual and semi–annual harmonics which represent the 70 % and 57 %
of the total seasonal signal for the zonal and meridional components,
respectively. We found amplitudes of up to 40 cm/s mainly located at
the major currents areas, including the Equator band. This later shows
a clear propagation in time when the annual phase is studied. Winter
and Summer currents are studied separately as representative patterns
of opposite phases for the seasonal cycle.
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2.1. Introduction

While the altimetric satellites provide spatial resolution as high as 10 km
along–track, the first generations of GOCE data solves the geoid within 83 km
of spatial resolution. In addition, due to the high noise in the higher harmonic
degrees, the full geoid potential model cannot resolve the SGC at the equator
band (as shown in chapter 1), where higher degrees of filtering are still needed
[Knudsen et al. (2011)]. Therefore, in order to study the SGC variations in a
full–resolution frame we use here the SSH referred to a long–term averaged mesh
(CLS01-MSS).

If we define the SLA as the difference between the absolute sea level and the
MSS for a single time t, then the absolute ODT is defined as the MDT plus such
SLA. Thus formulas (13) and (14) can be expanded as,

us(t) = ūs + ũs(t) = − g
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where ζ̄ refers to the mean value of ζ, that is the MDT, and ζ̃(t) refers to the
value of ζ(t) relative to ζ̄, that is the SLA, at any single time t. Where the first
factor of the right hand side, the mean SGC, has been already studied in chapter
1. Now we address the SGC variations through the study of its anomalies (ũs(t),
ṽs(t)).

Note (2.1) and (2.2) allow to study the time variations of the SGC in a way
that is independent1 to the mean pattern. So, if we establish a period of reference
we can study the SGC variations in a ”full resolution” frame (defined by the
altimetric resolution). In this chapter we focus our attention on the seasonal and
intra–seasonal time scales by determining and studying a 52–week climatology for
the SGC.

Data are introduced in the next section. In section 2.3, a comprehensive
analysis of the seasonal cycle is provided. Annual and semi–annual harmonics
are further studied in section 2.3.2, by means of CEOF to investigate the signal
propagation. Finally, in section 2.4, winter and summer patterns are provided.
These patterns are used to illustrate about the variations of the absolute, instead
of just the anomalies, SGC directions.

1Independent in the sense that by simply adding back the mean SGC (where the more
accurate/precise geoid data we have the better) to the anomaly SGC we would have the
absolute SGC at any location (of course, the same MSS on which the anomalies have been
estimated has to be used when determining such mean SGC).
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2.2. Data

Weekly Sea Level Anomalies

The data used for this study come from AVISO (www.aviso.oceanobs.com,
version May 3rd 2010). We use weekly SLA maps of the period from 1992/10/14
to 2010/12/01 based on a merged solution from altimetric missions (T/P,
ERS-1/2, GEOSAT). Spatial resolution is given by quarter–degree grids for the
global ocean. This data are referred to the CLS01–MSS [Hernandez and Schaeffer
(2001)]. Then a long–term (full period) averaged SLA map is removed from each
single weekly SLA map in order to get the SLA relative to the extended MSS we
used to estimated the mean SGC in chapter 1 (described in section 0.3).

↪→ Weekly Climatology

From the 18 years (947 weeks) of SLA data we determine a 52–week cli-
matology describing the seasonal cycle. It is calculated by averaging the SLA
maps over a same week of the year (t = 1, 2, ..., 52), in the period of study. We
obtain that way, a climatology for the SLA consisting on one map for each week.
The geostrophic equations (13–14) were then applied to the data to get the
52–week annual climatology corresponding to the SGC. This climatology is used
to study the seasonal variations (including the annual and semi–annual harmonics).

↪→ Winter and Summer patterns

We defined winter as the time from the week 48 through to the week 8
(which corresponds approximately to December–January–February) and summer
from the week 22 through to the week 34 (approximately June–July–August).
Then we averaged the SGC climatology for each period to get a summer and
winter SGC anomaly patterns. Winter and summer are two opposite points in
the seasonal variations. Therefore, studying them also illustrates the highest
variations in the seasonal cycle. Hence, the absolute SGC patterns for winter
and summer time were also determined here. For that, (ū, v̄) were estimated
as in chapter 1 (from an altimetric MSS spanning 1993–2010 and a GOCE
geoid from the first 61–day cycle) and added back to the anomalies. Because
we are studying the seasonal variations, the Equator becomes in a target
area of study. Therefore, to be able to solve it we applied a GF of ∼ 111 km
(corresponding to 1o of resolution) instead of the ∼ 83 km we applied in chapter 1.

In–situ buoys measurements

Results validation is carried out by comparison with a monthly climato-
logy from in–situ drifter buoys data provided by the GDP assembly center

www.aviso.oceanobs.com
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Figure 2.1: Percentile for both the zonal (black) and the meridional (red) compo-
nents of the seasonal climatology as estimated from weekly altimetric maps (solid
lines) and from drifter buoys (dashed lines).

(www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/dac/). This kind of in–situ data have been already
described in the previous chapter. Here we use a monthly instead of an annual
climatology. Velocity maps are provided interpolated to 1 degree grids, covering
the area [73oS 85oN ]× [0oE 360oE] [Lumpkin and Garraffo (2005)]

2.3. Annual climatology

2.3.1. Seasonal cycle

In figure 2.2 we show the amplitude (half the range) of the SGC 52–week
climatology for the ũs(t) and ṽs(t) components. It can be observed how, for the
zonal component, the equator band [15oS, 15oN ] shows the strongest seasonal cycle
with most of the areas reaching values higher than 25 cm/s and some of them with
values up to 40 cm/s. Major currents are also displayed with high amplitudes
reaching velocities from 10− 15 cm/s and up (Maldives Current and the ACC at
Australia); up to 25−30 cm/s (for the KC); and higher than 30−35 cm/s (for the
ACC south of Africa, and the Gulf Stream). Some areas at the South Indian Ocean
and the Western Pacific are shown also with high seasonality reaching amplitudes
close to the 15 cm/s. Apart from all those areas, the ocean does not show a strong
seasonality. Areas reaching values higher than 10 cm/s suppose more than the 40 %
of the total ocean extension and only the 15 % of the ocean reaches amplitudes
higher than 20 cm/s. Percentiles for the seasonal amplitude are shown in figure
2.1. For the meridional component, the highest amplitudes are located where the
major currents of the ocean. Areas reaching values higher than 25 − 30 cm/s are
displayed at the Gulf Stream, Kuroshio Current, ACC and Maldives current areas.
Also, the Malay Archipelago, the Western Indian Ocean and the Western Atlantic
peak to 40 cm/s of amplitude.

Zonal and meridional amplitude patterns are quite similar with those shown

www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/dac/
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Figure 2.2: Amplitude (half the range) of the climatology for the zonal ũs(t) (left
pannel) and the meridional ṽs(t) (right pannel) components.

Figure 2.3: Amplitude of a monthly seasonal climatology derived from drifter in–
situ data for the zonal ũs(t) (left pannel) and the meridional ṽs(t) (right pannel)
components.

Figure 2.4: Month in which the maximum and minimum values of the seasonal
climatology are reached.
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Figure 2.5: CEOF analysis, mode 1, for the zonal component of the climatology
where (a) shows the PC for the amplitude (black line) and phase (red line); (b) is
the amplitude pattern; and (c) is the phase pattern. Contour lines for 10 cm/s are
held on.

Figure 2.6: CEOF analysis, mode 2, for the zonal component of the climatology
where (a) shows the PC for the amplitude (black line) and phase (red line); (b) is
the amplitude pattern; and (c) is the phase pattern. Contour lines for 10 cm/s are
held on.
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by Scharffenberg and Stammer (2010) coming from an analysis of a period of
3–year of altimetric data (along–track analysis from the tandem missions T/P
and Jason–1) validated with 15–year of OSCAR data2. Here, we show in figure
2.3 the amplitude of the seasonal cycle as inferred from a monthly climatology
estimated from in–situ measurement (drifter buoys). From the comparising to
the corresponding maps from each technique it can be observed how although
patterns are similar, the drifter derived amplitudes are shown a bit smaller than
the altimetric derived ones. Major differences are placed at the major currents
locations that are shown much smoother for the drifters seasonal amplitudes,
probably induced by the lower resolution of the in–situ data either in space
(1o × 1o) or in time (monthly).

Figure 2.4 shows the phase maps. Interesting here is the Equator band since
this area shows a long space–scale pattern contrary to the rest of the ocean. At
the zonal component maps, the Equatorial and South Equatorial currents reach
the maximum seasonal value on spring at the eastern part of the band and around
3 months later in the western part. On the contrary, the North Equatorial current
reaches the maximum value between autumn and winter. From these maps, it can
be inferred some kind of propagation at some areas of the ocean, where we it can
be highlight the Equatorial band. In order to model the annual and semi–annual
harmonics, having into account this propagation, in next section we perform a
CEOF analysis.

2.3.2. Annual and semi–annual harmonics: CEOF
analysis.

We are interested in analyzing not only the annual harmonic but also the
intra–seasonal signals of the climatology. It is also interesting to investigate if
such harmonics are forced by any kind of space propagation since, in the previous
section, we observed how the phase maps of the annual climatology, mainly
those corresponding to the zonal component, yield to think that some kind of
propagation is taking place at the areas where the seasonal variations are stronger.

We performed an EOF analysis to the zonal component data to have a first
look into the problem (figure 2.7). We found the first two modes, accounting for
the 30.2 % and 24 % of the variance of the data, are reflecting the same harmonic
(1–year) but with different phases. In this case the EOF analysis should be
replaced by a CEOF analysis3 that allows us to model such spatial propagation
(lack of phase) of each single harmonic. We applied the CEOF analysis to both

2They show amplitudes saturated from 10 cm/s so we can say nothing about a magni-
tude comparison.

3The CEOF analysis has been briefly introduced in the Appendix A.5 as well as some
examples to be illustrative about its interpretation.
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Figure 2.7: First two EOF modes of the 52–week climatological year zonal com-
ponent.

the zonal and meridional components data.

The first mode of the zonal component (figure 2.5) depicts a 1–year harmonic
(red line in figure 2.5.a) and accounts for the 54.1 % of the variance of the data
(just 30.2 %+24 % of the first two EOFs). This confirms our expectations about
the space propagation of the annual harmonic. It can be observed at the phase
map (figure 2.5.c) how such propagation can be easily appreciated at the Equator
band (inside the contour lines in figure 2.5.c). Moving along the colour scale
toward 0 it is observed a westward propagation for the northern Equator band
where the ECC and the NEC take place. The ECC cross the Pacific Ocean in
around half a year reaching its maximum value (higher than 30 cm/s, figure
2.5.b) at the eastern part in spring. The NEC also cross the ocean in around
half a year but it reaches it maximum (close to 40 cm/s) at the western part
in autumn. The SEC, although with a weaker amplitude rounding the 20 cm/s,
also propagates westward fast in around a quarter of a year (summertime to
autumn). This results are similar with those obtained in the previous section
from the phase map in figure 2.4, due to the fact that the annual harmonic
is the dominant signal at this area. Other areas with significant strong annual
cycle are the equator band at the Atlantic Ocean where the Equatorial Current
reaches it maximum value, around 40 cm/s, in spring and the SEC, around
20 cm/s, in winter. The North Indian Ocean reaches its annual maximum
(higher than 20 cm/s) in autumn and at the Southern Indian a propagation
from the Malay Archipelago can be observed from early spring to late summertime.

Figure 2.6 shows the second mode (accounting for a 18.2 % of the variance of
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Wh Eq ACC GS KC FC

1 54,1 (1) 57,2 (1) 31,1 (1) 31,5 (1) 47,2 (1) 26,1 (1)
2 18,2 (2) 18,2 (2) 18,2 (2) 17,9 (2) 17,3 (2) 15,6 (2)
3 6,2 (3) 5,9 (x) 12,8 (3) 14,6 (3) 10,6 (3) 11,0 (3)
4 4,5 (4) 3,6 (x) 10,2 (4) 9,4 (4) 6,5 (4) 9,2 (4)
5 2,7 (x) 2,3 (x) 7,9 (5) 7,2 (5) 4,3 (6) 7,8 (5)
6 2,1 (5) 1,9 (x) 5,7 (6) 4,8 (6) 3,3 (6) 6,0 (6)
7 1,9 (x) 1,4 (5) 3,6 (7) 3,6 (8) 3,0 (7) 5,1 (7)
8 1,7 (6) 1,3 (x) 2,7 (8) 3,0 (7) 2,2 (8) 4,0 (8)
9 1,6 (7) 1,2 (x) 2,0 (9) 2,3 (9) 1,1 (9) 3,3 (9)
10 1,0 (x) 0,9 (x) 1,5 (10) 1,5 (10) 0,9 (10) 2,6 (10)

Table 2.1: Percentage (cycles/year, x means unidentified) for the 10 first CEOF
modes of the zonal component climatology.

Wh Eq ACC GS KC FC

1 41,9 (1) 47,9 (1) 24,7 (1) 24,4 (1) 31,5 (1) 25,1 (1)
2 14,7 (2) 13,6 (2) 19,1 (2) 17,1 (2) 16,5 (2) 14,9 (2)
3 7,2 (3) 5,6 (x) 13,9 (3) 14,4 (3) 12,5 (3) 13,2 (3)
4 5,9 (4) 4,4 (3) 10,1 (4) 10,1 (4) 9,0 (4) 9,9 (5)
5 4,4 (8) 4,1 (x) 8,6 (5) 8,4 (5) 6,4 (5) 7,1 (5)
6 3,9 (5) 2,8 (x) 6,5 (7) 6,0 (6) 5,0 (6) 5,7 (6)
7 3,4 (6) 2,6 (x) 4,3 (7) 4,7 (7) 4,4 (7) 5,1 (7)
8 2,9 (7) 2,3 (x) 3,2 (8) 3,8 (7) 3,4 (8) 3,7 (8)
9 2,4 (x) 2,2 (x) 2,4 (9) 2,8 (9) 2,1 (9) 3,3 (9)
10 2,0 (9) 2,0 (9) 1,7 (10) 2,2 (10) 1,5 (10) 2,2 (10)

Table 2.2: Percentage (cycles/year, x means unidentified) for the 10 first CEOF
modes of the meridional component climatology.

the data) for the zonal component. This mode reflects the 1/2–year harmonic and
again it is displayed the Equatorial band as the area with the strongest signal.
Together with the 1–year harmonic it explains more than 70 % of the variance of
the signal (the remaining 30 % should be due to higher frequencies and noise). In
general, amplitude maps from those first two modes show some differences with
amplitudes in figure 2.2. This is because here we are studying just the annual and
semiannual harmonics while in the previous section we have taken into account
all frequencies higher than 1 year.

In order to establish the relative importance of the higher frequencies we
applied a CEOF to several subareas and compared the results with those obtained
from a global analysis. In table 2.1 it is shown the percentage of explained variance
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by the first ten modes of the CEOF analysis of the zonal component as well
as the frequency they reflect (in cycles/year) for a global analysis (global), the
Equator band (Eq) and the areas of the four major currents: ACC, Gulf Stream
(GS), KC and Falkland Current (FC). In all cases, the annual and semi–annual
cycles are the dominant signal. However in some areas, mainly the Falkland
Current and the Gulf Stream, the relative weights decrease down to a 20 %.
This means that at these areas higher frequencies play a more important role
in the seasonal variability. This is in agreement with the results in the ampli-
tude maps in figures 2.5.b and 2.6.b where for those areas signal intensity is lower .

Results from CEOF analysis for the meridional component are sumarized in
table 2.2. The annual plus semi–annual harmonics account for around 57 % of the
variance of the Global climatology, being the Equator band the area with higher
seasonality (62 %). Nevertheless, the meridional component has a ”negligible”
influence for seasonal scales as we will show from the study of the isotropy for
seasonal time–scales in next section.

2.4. Winter and summer patterns

In figure 2.8 it is shown the isotropy maps for summer and winter times. The
isotropy coefficient, α is defined as [Huang et al. (2007)],

α =
v2s − u2s
u2s + v2s

. (2.3)

where obviously α lies between −1 and 1, being 0, -1, and 1 for an isotropic, purely
meridional and purely zonal flow, respectively. Figure 2.8 shows the equator band
with a purely zonal flow for both the summer and winter times while the rest of
the ocean appears highly variable at much shorter space–scales. These results are
in agreement with Huang et al. (2007) where it has been found that the surface
flow (derived from altimetry data, and an eddy-permitting model simulation)
changes at weekly time scale from isotropic to purely zonal for seasonal and
annual averages. Hence, in those areas where the seasonal signal is strong the
currents show a zonal flow, while in those areas where the seasonal signal is less
significant (dominated by higher time frequencies) the flow is shown anisotropic,
with larger (space) variability for the coefficient α.

Therefore, it is not surprising to find the SGC anomalies pattern for both
summer and winter times dominated by the zonal flow. In figures 2.9 and 2.10
we zoom in the Equatorial band for the summer and winter circulation anomaly
patterns. Directions for most of the strongest currents are almost completely zonal
with opposite direction for each season. Equatorial currents are shown stronger
than 20 cm/s for a significant proportion of the equatorial Pacific area (figure
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Figure 2.8: Summer and winter isotropy maps]. White denotes isotropy while dark
blue and dark red denote a purely zonal or meridional flow respectively.

Figure 2.9: Summer and winter circulation anomalies for the Western (left column)
and Eastern (right column) Pacific Ocean.

2.9). At the western part, the NEC is shown to be anticlockwise in summer time
and clockwise in winter with similar intensities. On the contrary, the SEC moves
opposite to the NEC for each season but for winter time it is shown much weaker,
between 5 − 10 cm/s, while in summer time surpass the 10− 15 cm/s. A similar
behavior can be observed at the eastern part.

At the equatorial Atlantic Ocean maps (upper panels in figure 2.10) it can
be observed how the summer circulation appear considerably stronger (two
jets with velocities higher than 40 cm/s toward the Brazilian coast) than in
winter time (those two jets appear much weaker, less than 15 cm/s, toward
African coast). It is also interesting to note how at the Indian Ocean for both
seasons we have similar velocity amplitudes, but with opposite sense of circulation.

In order to investigate not only the flow anomaly but also the absolute geostro-
phic flow, two MSSs for summer and winter times have been determined. For that,
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Figure 2.10: Summer and winter circulation anomalies for the Indian (left column)
and Atlantic (right column) Oceans.

Figure 2.11: Differences in (a) amplitude and (b) direction between the summer
and winter times absolute SGC.

the weekly SLA data were averaged for the summer and winter time periods des-
cribed above and added back to its reference surface which is the 18–year MSS
being (see section 0.3). Then the SGC were estimated as following the process in
chapter 1, but now a GF for 111 km HWL was applied in order to attend the filter
requirements at the equator band. Figure 2.11 shows the differences in magnitude
and directions between summer and winter times. It can be observed here that
differences in amplitude range from −40 cm/s to 40 cm/s marking the equatorial
band as the area with the highest differences (in agreement with the previous maps
of currents anomalies). Much more interesting here is the map in figure 2.11b, in
which differences in angle between summer and winter directions are shown (note
it ranges between 0 and π what would correspond to opposite directions). Most of
the ocean is displayed in a dark blue color that is, differences in direction are close
to zero. Therefore, it can be deduced that the flow direction variations are almost
neglectable, as inferred from the fact that 90 % of the ocean has a difference below
π/4 rad (that is 45 degree). This means that differences in the SGC climatology
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amplitude do not imply differences in the phase. Therefore, SCG anomalies in-
fluence the mean SGC pattern only in magnitude terms (intensity of the currents)
but it has no implications in the currents direction.

2.5. Conclusions

Seasonal climatology is found to be significant when studying SGC variations.
This climatology is shown considerable strong for the Equator band and the
major ocean currents areas (KC, Gulf Stream, ACC and the Maldives currents).
The rest of the ocean shows not significant amplitude for any of the components.
In the areas with the larger amplitudes, the meridional component is shown to be
much weaker than the zonal one. Amplitude of the seasonal signal agree quite well
with patterns given by Scharffenberg and Stammer (2010) and also with results
coming from in–situ drifter buoys measurements.

The annual and semi–annual harmonics are found to be the dominant
harmonics for all the areas with a strong seasonal signal. A significant propagation
of those harmonic was found at the equatorial areas being better appreciated at
the Pacific Ocean. Apart from the Equator band, harmonics corresponding to
higher frequencies become also significant for the major currents areas, implying
these areas are more turbulent areas either in time or space variations.

Summer and winter time patterns for the SGC anomalies were estimated
and studied. The flow is found to be purely zonal at the Equator, where the
seasonal cycle is stronger. Changes in amplitude of velocities of the absolute SGC
seasonality can be appreciated, while there is no changes in direction. Therefore,
the strong seasonality at the Equator band does not affect the general pattern of
circulation in terms of currents direction, but it does in velocities amplitude that
shows differences up to 40 cm/s from winter to summer times.





Chapter 3

Inter–seasonal Surface
Geostrophic Currents
variations

...and it’s time, time, time...

Time,
Tom Waits

Abstract: This chapter is devoted to explore and analyze the long term
change of the SGC. Once the mean SGC pattern is known (chapter
1) and its intra–seasonal variations are approximated by a climatology
(chapter 2), our interest is focus in estimate and understand the long
period time scale variations, such as decadal variations. We address this
problem, by performing a comprehensive analysis of the residual SGC
anomalies when a model with seasonal and linear trend components is
removed from the data. Results from an EOF analysis confirm that the
main factor influencing the long–term SGC variations is related with
variations in the sea surface pressure, which is in turn related with some
of the main ocean–atmosphere–coupled phenomena as El Niño/La Niña
events.
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3.1. Introduction

This chapter follows in a natural way the study presented in the previous
chapter, where the time variations of the SGC were studied at seasonal time
scales. Now, we are interested in the SGC variations relative to long time–scales,
in particular, to decadal time scales. Not surprisingly, we found that El Niño-
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) weather phenomenon has a profound influence on
these variations.

El Niño/La Niña is a well-known quasi–periodic fluctuation (around each 4−7
years) in surface temperature along the tropical Pacific Ocean. The warm oceanic
phase (El Niño) accompanies high air surface pressure in the western Pacific. On
the contrary, the cold phase (La Niña) supposes low air surface pressure in the
west Pacific. This oscillation causes extreme weather that strongly affects not only
the Pacific coastal areas, but the whole globe climate and dominates the cyclic
climate variability on decadal timescales [D’Arrigo and Wilson (2008); Yuan et al.
(2008); Manatsa et al. (2008); Yeh et al. (2009)]. On the other hand, the Southern
Oscillation is a change in air pressure measured between the eastern (Tahiti)
and western (Darwin) parts of the Pacific. When the pressure is high at Darwin
it is low at Tahiti and vice versa. This Southern Oscillation is strongly related
with El Niño /La Niña oscillations [Philander (1990)]. For simplicity reasons, we
decided to use the SOI as the indicator of the phenomena. It is easy to relate
both kinds of phenomena. During El Niño episodes the SOI has a large negative
value due to lower–than–average air pressure at Tahiti and higher–than–average
pressure at Darwin. During La Niña episodes the SOI has a positive value due to
higher–than–average air pressure at Tahiti and lower–than–average pressure at
Darwin.

3.2. Data

Monthly Sea Level Anomalies

Following the same methodology than in chapter 2, we are working with
SLA relatives to the MSS extended to 18–year (see section 2.2). However, in this
case, we use weekly SLA expanded into a one–by–one degree grid. These data
products are also a combined solution from several altimetric satellites and it is
provided by AVISO (www.aviso.oceanobs.com, version 03 May 2010). As we
are interested in long–term (time) variations, weekly data were redistributed to
monthly maps. This reduction in resolution was applied in order to make feasible
the computation of the results. Because we are studying long–term variations,
reduction in time resolution will not affect the results. Through the text, it will
be seen how the reduction in space resolution is neither affecting the results since

www.aviso.oceanobs.com
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the long–term time–variations are related with El Niño/La Niña event which is a
long–scale phenomena.

Southern Oscillation Index

The SOI was provided by the Bureau of Meteorology of the Australian Go-
vernment (www.bom.gov.au). It is given as a sequence of monthly values that
correspond to the standardized anomaly of the MSLP difference between Tahiti
and Darwin, following the convection

SOI = 10 · Pd − Pdav
sd(Pd)

,

where Pd is the average Tahiti MSLP for the month minus the corresponding
average at Darwing; Pdav is a long term average of Pd for the month in question;
and sd(Pd) is a long term standard deviation of Pd for the month in question.
The multiplication by 10 is a convection to make the index ranging from between
−35 to 35. The index has been normalized to be ranging between −1 and 1. Also
a running mean of three months has been applied to the index for smothing the
timeseries.

3.3. Methodology and Results

As a first step, we fit the following model by least squared,

gc(t) = a+ bt+Aasin (ωat+ φa) +Asasin (ωsat+ φsa) +Res(t), (3.1)

to each component gc of the SGC, where t is time, (ω, A, φ) denote fre-
quency, amplitude and phase, respectively; and subscript a and sa refer to
annual and semi–annual cycles, respectively. Res(t) represent the resitual of the
model and contains, among others, the inter–annual variations we are interested in.

Outputs of the model are shown in figures 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. Annual and semi–
annual harmonics are consistent with the results from the seasonal climatology
given in chapter 2.

Figure 3.5 shows the R–squared statistic for the fitting (3.1) as a measure of
the goodness of the adjustment. It can be observed that the equatorial Atlantic
and the North Indian Oceans, as well as the equatorial Pacific Ocean for the zonal
component, are the regions where the model fits best for both of the components
with more than 50 % of the variability explained by the model.

In figure 3.6 it is shown the RMS of the residual for each component. For the
zonal component only some areas at the equatorial Pacific and Indian Oceans

www.bom.gov.au
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Figure 3.1: Annual cycle for the SGC as outputs from (3.1), (a) ũs(t) annual
amplitude; (b) ṽs(t) annual amplitude of; (c) ũs(t) annual phase of; and d. ṽs(t)
annual phase.

Figure 3.2: Semi–annual cycle for the SGC as outputs from (3.1), (a) ũs(t) annual
amplitude; (b) ṽs(t) annual amplitude of; (c) ũs(t) annual phase of; and d. ṽs(t)
annual phase.

are shown with values higher than 20 cm/s, while for the meridional component
the RMS is shown to be much lower all over. That means that the long–term va-
riability is residual variability for most of the ocean, except for the indicated areas.

We perform an EOF analysis two both, zonal and meridional, componets of
the currents. In figure 3.7 it is shown the first EOF mode for both the zonal
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Figure 3.3: Lineal trends for the SGC as outputs from (3.1) for (a) the zonal
component ũs(t) and (b) the meridional component ṽs(t).

and meridional components. This first mode accounts for the 22.4 % and the
6.7 % of the variance of the data for ũs(t) and ṽs(t), respectively. The pattern
corresponding to the ũs(t) component shows strong signal at the equatorial areas
of the Indian and Pacific Ocean, with values larger than 20-30 cm/s (in absolute
value). On the contrary, the ṽs(t) component remains under the 10 cm/s all over.
PCs time series associated to both patterns show quite similar behaviour.

The time evolution of the PCs as well as the areas where the signal is stronger
are clear indicators of a strong connexion between the long–term variations of
the SGC currents and the ocean oscillations due to El Niño/La Niña events.
When considering the global ocean, the first EOF mode explains a not that
large percentage of variance (22.4 % and 6.7 % for the zonal and meridional
component respectively). In this sense, the signal could be residual or not
significant when compared with the 78 % and 93 % not explained by the mode.
But notice that at both patterns, most of the regions of the ocean are not
represented by the mode since most of the maps are white coloured. This is due to
the fact that the mode is depicting a signal located in a subarea of the studied zone.

We address this question by considering three smaller areas (figure 3.4): area–
1: [36oE 300oE] × [23.5oS 23.5oN ], area–2: [110oE 300oE] × [−20.5oS 20.5oN ]
and area–3: [180oE 225oE] × [10.5oS 10.5oN ]. We conduct an EOF analysis
done separately to each of those areas. In table 3.1 it is shown the percentage
of explained variance for both zonal and meridional components for the global
ocean and each one of the three smaller areas. We can observe how when
the area is reduced (toward the El Niño area) the percentage of explained
variance increases. For the area–3 (close to the so called zone 4 of the El Niño,
http://ioc-goos-oopc.org/) a 57.4 % of the variance is explained for the zonal
component.

In figure 3.8, it is shown the PCs associated to the first EOF mode associated
to each area together with the SOI. The PCs time series All the signals are quite

http://ioc-goos-oopc.org/
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Figure 3.4: All different areas where an EOF is applied. Location of the Darwin
and Tahiti Island used in the estimation of the SOI.

whole area1 area2 area3

PCu mode 1 22.4 % 28.8 % 36.4 % 57.4 %
PCv mode 1 6.71 % 10.5 % 12.4 % 15.9 %

corr(PC1u,SOI) .68 (2) .677 (2) .683 (2) .653(2)
corr(PC1v,SOI) .74 (-1) .728 (-1) .776 (-2) .651 (-1)

corr(PC1u,PC1v) .78 (2) .724 (2) .776 (1) .778 (2)

Table 3.1: Percentage of variance explained by the first EOF mode for the ũs(t)–
component (first row) and the ṽs(t)–component (second row) as well as the cross–
correlation (and time–lag) between them and the SOI index.

similar. In table 3.1 it is given the correlation between the first EOF mode of the
zonal and meridional components and the SOI as well as the correlation between
the PCs for both components. The correlation between both PCs is meaning
that the signal caught by the first mode is the same for both of the components
with a short lag of phase (zonal component preceds the meridional one in 1 − 2
months). The high correlation between the SOI and each PCs confirms that
effectively the signal caught by the first mode is driven by the ENSO phenomena.
Therefore, we can conclude that a significant proportion of the long–term
variations of the SGC are directly influenced by the ENSO. However, because
of the complexity of the phenomena the mode 1 is not embracing completely its
signal. In figure 3.9 it can be observed how the PCs associated to modes 2 − 5
(for the area 1)1 still keeps some relation with the SOI. Of course, the percentage
of the explained variance by these modes is very small, but the correlation

1We chose the area–1 to show the following results since although the El Niño/La Niña
event is a phenomena mainly produced at the Pacific Ocean, it has been proved to be
strongly linked with the Indian Ocean [Izumo et al. (2010); Hong et al. (2008); Nagura
and Konda (2007)].
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mode 1 2 3 4 5

corr(PCu,SOI) .68 (2) .65 (3) .3 (5) -.32(-6) .16(-3)
corr(PCv,SOI) .77 (-1) -.33 (10) .45 (-8) .35 (-7) .14 (-5)

corr(PCu,PC1v) .72 (2) -.3 (-2) .24 (4) .48 (0) .17 (1)

Table 3.2: Cross–correlation (time–lag) between the first five PCs of figure 3.9 and
the SOI. Also relation between both components of the SGC is shown in last row.

with the SOI (see table 3.2) confirms the first mode is not isolating all the
signal relative to the phenomena. Conceivably this could be a manifestation of a
spatial propagation of the phenomena or simply due to the strength of some pun-
ctual episodes. In order to better identify the cause we performed a CEOF analysis.

In figures 3.10 and 3.11 it is shown the first mode of the CEOF for both the
zonal and the meridional components respectively. It can be observed how they
account for the 38.3 % and the 15.5 % of the variance of the data (percentages
arise up to (46.2 %, 17.5 %) for the area–2 and up to (65.6 %, 22.7 %) for the
area–3 for the components (ũs(t), ṽs(t)) of the SGC residuals).The equatorial
band shows extreme values higher than 40 cm/s (figure 3.10b) for the zonal
component. On the contrary, and in agreement with previous results, the area

Figure 3.5: Goodness of the model (3.1) (R–squared) for (a) the ũs–component
and (b) ṽs–component of the SGC.

Figure 3.6: RMS for the residual (a) zonal and (b) meridional components of the
SGC.
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Figure 3.7: EOF mode 1 of the residual (ũs(t), ṽs(t)) components. a. PC time
series, and b. zonal and c.meridional components of the flow.

Figure 3.8: PC of the first mode of the EOF for the areas delimited in figure 3.5 for
the ũs(t) component (upper panel) and ṽs(t) component (lower panel), compared
with the SOI (in green).
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Figure 3.9: PCs associated to the first five modes of the EOF analysis (area–1)
for the ũs(u) component (black line) and ṽs(t) component (red line) together with
the SOI time series (green line).

affected by this signal for the meridional component is much more reduced, being
limited to a small zone at the Indian Ocean and the western equatorial Pacific
Ocean (figure 3.10). Spatial propagation can not be appreciated at the Pacific
neither at the Indian Oceans where the zonal components reach its maximum
value in a more or less homogeneous way except for some boundary areas. On the
contrary, the Indian Ocean shows a lack of phase of around half a cycle in relation
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Figure 3.10: First mode of the CEOF analysis of the zonal component for the
area–1: (a) shows the amplitude (black line) and phase (red line) time series; (b)
the amplitude and (c) the propagation pattern.

Figure 3.11: As figure 3.10 but for the meridional component.

with the Pacific Ocean. This indicates that the velocities variation related with El
Niño/La Niña events reach a maximum value homogeneously for each zone where
the phenomenon is directly influencing in (areas can be clearly identified in figure
3.7, zonal map).

3.4. Conclusions

From the analysis conducted it can be concluded that interseasonal variations
of the SGC are mainly driven by the ENSO phenomena (at such areas where the
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ENSO is significant). Here, as happened for the seasonal cycle, the signal appears
much more intense for the zonal component than for the meridional component.

When the area of study is reduced toward the El Niño/La Niña zone, the per-
centage of explained variance by the EOF modes catching the signal considerably
increases. The phenomenon is shown to be quite local at the equatorial Pacific
Ocean and reflected at the Indian Ocean around half a cycle later.

Due to the positive high correlation between the PC´s and the SOI, we can
conclude that during La Niña phase (sea level pressure at Tahiti is higher than
at Darwin) the currents anomalies at the equatorial Indian and Pacific Oceans
are going toward Australia. During positive phase of El Niño, the anomalies
of the surface currents at the equatorial Pacific (the area with the strongest
phenomenon) are eastward accelerated toward the South American coast. This
area reached up to 40 cm/s of anomaly during the strong El Niño in 1998.





Chapter 4

Edge Enhancing Diffusion to
improve the estimation of the
Surface Geostrophic Currents

...an instrument to ship the blind
through the sea of ancient times...

Of a might divine,
Haggard

Abstract: With the increase in the geoid resolution provided by the
Gravity and steady-state Ocean Circulation Explorer (GOCE) mission,
the ocean’s Mean Dynamic Topography (MDT) can be now estimated
with an accuracy that has not been seen before using geodetic methods.
Nevertheless, it still needs to be filtered in order to remove the noise
in the signal. In this paper we deal with the capabilities of the Edge
Enhancing Diffusion (EED) filters for filtering the MDT in order to
improve the computation of the surface geostrophic currents. In this
chapter, we prove how this method conserves all the advantages that
the non-linear isotropic filters have over the standard linear isotropic
Gaussian filters. Moreover, the EED is shown to be more stable and
almost independent of the local errors. This fact makes this filtering
strategy preferred when filtering noisy surfaces. This is demonstrated
by comparing both a smooth and a noisy MDT for the North-Western
Pacific Ocean. The EED filter provides similar estimation of the currents
velocities in both cases. Opposite to that, a non-linear isotropic filter
returns results forced by local errors when the noisier case is tested.
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4.1. Introduction

SGC have a strong directional behaviour along the higher gradients of the
MDT. Filtering a MDT with standard linear isotropic filters, as the GF, lead
into a significant losing of true signal in such area where sharp gradients are
smoothed deriving in a considerable attenuation of the geostrophic flow. In this
sense, non–linear filtering processes are preferred in order to detect and keep the
high values of the gradients that we could call ”edges” of the surface. One step
further, anisotropic filtering taking into account all the information related with
the direction of the gradient flux instead of just the propagation of the flux is
highly desirable.

As mentioned in previous chapters, the SGC are determined from the ocean
topography (that has been referred on a level surface) by,

u = − g
f
Iy; v =

g

f
Ix, (4.1)

where (u, v) are the velocities of the flow in the eastward and northward (x, y)
directions, respectively. In (4.1), g represents (normal) acceleration due to gravity,
f is the Coriolis force and (Ix, Iy) are the gradients of the MDT in the (x, y)
directions.

One of the fundamental limitations of geodetic determination of MDT is
related to the d/o of the harmonic expansion of the geoid model and hence
the omission error caused by degrees and order not represented in the geoid.
Futhermore the signal to noise rate for shorter wavelength (or higher order)
spherical harmonic constituents will increase (as shown in figures 5 and 1.2 and
further analyze in next chapter) which calls for filtering previous the SGC can
be derived from the MDT. From (4.1) a simple relation follows between the
MDT and the SGC: level lines in the sea surface topography are streamlines
of the geostrophic flow, or similarly, the ocean currents are aligned along the
gradients of the MDT. The latter has a clear implication: because the ocean cu-
rrents are directional, anisotropic rather than isotropic filtering would be preferred.

The geostrophic flow has an anisotropic behaviour (emphasized when stronger
the current is) being composed of a direction where the current flows along, and
a direction across to the flow. Because the GF is isotropic, it weighs all directions
equally missing any kind of information in this sense. That implies that applying
a GF potentially attenuate current signal in areas of strong currents, consequently
diminishing velocities. Therefore, alternative non-lineal filter (filtering along
rather than across the gradient) would be preferable in this case. Bingham et al.
(2011) and Bingham (2010) showed how one of these non–lineal diffusion filter
adapted from Perona and Malik (1990) is useful to study the Gulf Stream current
at the western North Atlantic. They found that the estimated currents speed
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using non–linear filtering can have twice the amplitude when compared with the
usual GF.

The Perona and Malik filter (PMF, further introduced in next section) is still
limited since only the magnitude of the diffusion flux can be controlled1 and not
its direction. Moreover, the noise in the immediate neighbours of edges is not
attenuated since the small flux perpendicular to edges which prevent the filtering
parallel to the edges [Frangakis and Heherl (2001)].

EED is a filtering technique based on the directional information of the
gradient and consequently it can be used to force the filtering process to the
directions along the flow. Here, we demonstrate two main advantages of EED
over the PMF with respect to the SGC determination: it is almost independent
of user–defined values and the influence of the local errors to the final results is
highly reduced.

In the next section, the anisotropic diffusion concept is introduced. We firstly
give a brief description about the diffusive filtering and then introduce the EED.
The SGC velocities derived from filtered MDTs are used to compare the filtering
strategies. The data are introduced in section 4.3 as well as a brief description of
the North–Western Pacific Ocean area of study. Finally, main results are provided
in section 4.4 and the main conclusions in section 4.5.

4.2. Diffusion filtering

4.2.1. Non–linear diffusion

An anisotropic diffusion filter forces an initial image I by,

Il = div(D∇I), (4.2)

where Il denotes the derivative of the image I relative to an iterative process
through l; ∇I = (Ix, Iy) is the gradient along the x and y directions; div
divergence; and D is the diffusion tensor (positive definite symmetric matrix). In
the case D is a diagonal matrix with equal and constant elements g, the filter is
reduced to the common GF with standard deviation

√
2lg.

Perona and Malik (1990) proposed a method based on a non–uniform process
that reduces the diffusivity at the locations which had the larger probability of
being edges. This probability is measured by |I|2. Thus, (4.2) becomes,

1This is why talk about filtering ”along rather than across the gradient” but still not
”along rather than across the flux” as would be desirable.
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In = div(g(|I|2)∇I), (4.3)

where

g(s) =
1

1 + (s/k)2
, (4.4)

with k being a constant. This constant is defined by the user in order to mark the
sensitivity of the filter to the local gradient and can be interpreted as a threshold
from where a ”jump” in the gradient would be considered an edge of the image.

As mentioned, the PMF do not control the diffusion direction but only the
magnitude of the diffusion flux and the noise in the nearest neighbours is not
attenuated. This makes the filter strongly dependent on the value k as well as
highly influenced by local errors, implying that the diffusion should be generalized
to an anisotropic process by using in (4.2) a suitable diffusion tensor D [Weichert
and Benhamouda (1997); Weichert (1998)]. In the presence of a local error
or high noise, the gradient size is detected as an edge, and therefore conser-
ved through the iterations, by the PMF. This would lead to a noisy filtered surface.

4.2.2. Edge enhancing diffusion

If we have an image I with gradient ∇I = (Ix, Iy), then
√
I2x + I2y determines

the high of the edges in an image (including real signal and noise) and arctan(Iy/Ix)
determines the direction across the edge. This is equivalent to say that vector [Ix Iy]
is directed across the edge and [−Iy Ix] is directed along the edge2. Directions are
commonly determined by defining the structure tensor J0 = ∇I ⊗ ∇IT or its
averaged Jσ = Kσ ◦ J0 where Kσ is a GF of standard deviation σ. This smoothed
structure tensor is used to minimize the influence of local errors in the data in the
determination of the directions of the flow. It can be discomposed as

Jσ =
(
v1 v2

)( λ1 0
0 λ2

)(
v1
v2

)
, (4.5)

where λ1 and λ2 are the eigenvalues of Jσ associated to eigenvectors v1 and v2,
respectively. Eigenvalues can be interpreted as the portion of variance in the di-
rection of its associated eigenvectors. If λ1 ≥ λ2 then v1 is direct across the flow

2This is similar to velocities amplitude and directions of the SGC and this is why we talk
about direction of the flow. In this sense we will refer indistinctly to flux and flow. However,
the reader could note that when we refer to flow is probably because we were thinking
about the application of the filter for the specific case of the currents determination and,
on the contrary, with flux we were probably thinking about something more theoretical
directly related with the filter in itself.
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and v2 is direct along the flow. This information is used to establish the structure
tensor matrix D as,

D =
(
v1 v2

)( µ1 0
0 µ2

)(
v1
v2

)
, (4.6)

where µ1 is obtained from λ1 as µ1 = g(λ1) and µ2 is normalized to be µ2 = 1.
This filtering strategy is one step further than the PMF, forcing the filtering
process not just by the size of the edges (flux along the gradient) but also by the
direction of the flow.

4.3. Data

GOCE Earth’s gravity model

Here we use the first release of the EGM data from GOCE in its direct
approach [Pail et al. (2011)] as available through the GOCE Virtual Online
archive (http://eo-virtual-archive1.esa.int/). These data are given in
spherical harmonics being completed up to d/o 240. These data are the same we
used in chapter 1 to determine the global pattern of the SGC.

Here we should note that this data allows a determination of the Earth’s geoid
with a theoretical spatial resolution of around 83 km. All scales shorter than such
spatial resolution are not contained in the final surface implying that sharp edges
in the real surface will approach as slightly smoothed.

Altimetric measurements of the Sea Level

A MSS for more than 18 years of altimetry data is estimated as described in
section 0.3.

↪→ Mean Dynamic Topography

In order to derive the MDT as the difference between the MSS and the
geoid, either the geoid must be brought into the space domain as a grid of geoid
height points (point wise or PW) or the MSS must be brought into the spectral
domain as a set of spherical harmonics (spectral wise or SW). Both methods were
introduced in section 0.4.

Here it should be noted that the altimetric MSS has much higher resolution (
∼ 10 km along–track) than the GOCE derived geoid. Consequently, the SW can
be viewed as a more convenient way to get an MDT, since all signal corresponding

http://eo-virtual-archive1.esa.int/
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to harmonic degrees higher than that of the GOCE geoid, is omitted when the
difference is computed. Contrary to this, all signal to the resolution of the MSS
are kept in a PW method which makes the resulting MDT much noisier. One
of the advantages of EED is the low influence that the local errors will have on
the filtering process. Contrary to that, the PMF is frequently strongly forced
by these local errors which make the setting of the parameter of the filter a
hard work and sometimes it leads to results being not as good as desired. To
illustrate this, we determine the MDT using both approaches, considering the
SW MDT as a kind case for the filtering strategy, and the PW MDT as a hard case.

↪→ Surface velocities components

SGC are estimated by using (13–14), except in the band [5oS 5oN ], where
in order to smooth the transition between the hemispheres, the currents were
estimated as proposed by Lagerloef et al. (1999) (see Appendix A.3).

In–situ buoys measurements

To validate the results we use a 1◦ × 1◦ grid long–term climatology [Lumpkin
and Garraffo (2005)] coming from in–situ measurements for the near–surface
circulation provided by satellite–tracked surface drifting buoys [Sybrandy and
Niiler (1991); Niiler (2001)]. These velocities are provided by the GDP assembly
center (www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/dac) and were described in section 1.2.

Area of Study

The filtering was tested in the North Western Pacific area
[1oN 40oN ] × [120oE 190oE], shown in figure 4.1. There, three strong cu-
rrents systems are found: the KC, running all along the intersection between the
Eurasian and the Philippine plate and being spread out to the Pacific Ocean from
the Eastern Japanese coast; the NEC, as preceding the KC and arriving in the
area from the open Pacific Ocean at latitudes rounding the 10o N ; and the ECC,
located at the Equator.

Figure 4.2 illustrate the MDTs derived using the SW and the PW methods as
well as the derived geostrophic currents. It is clearly shown how the PW method
create a much noisier MDT surfaces. The bathymetry is reflected in the MDT
due to the different resolution of the MSS and the geoid. This kind of noisy signal
represents the real test for the filter.

www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/dac
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Figure 4.1: The North–Western Pacific Ocean area of study. The three major
currents systems (Kuroshio, North Equatorial and Equatorial Counter Currents)
are displayed by arrows with the ten point used for a detailed comparison with
surface currents in table 4.1. Bathymetric features are shaded in black and major
tectonic features are also indicated.

4.4. Analysis of the filters

In this section we want to analyze the behaviour of the three filters (GF;
PMF; and EED). With respect to SGC determination an evaluation of the
differences between the filters is important, but also the capabilities of each filter
to approximate the observed SGC should be evaluated. Those two tasks are
assessed by following different strategies.

In order to perform an objective comparison of the filters in its own nature,
all three filtered surfaces should be reflecting the same signals corresponding to
the same degree of filtering. On the contrary, such comparison would be not
fair since surfaces from some filter strategy would be reflecting signals missed
by other method. To fix such degree of filtering we can use the GF surface
as reference. For the iterative filters, the degree of filtering increases with the
iteration l. In areas with smooth gradient where not dominating directions are
found, non–isotropic filters should have a similar behaviour as the GF. At some
point of the iterative process, the EED and PMF should provide similar results
to the GF. This point determines the maximum number of iterations, L, for
the EED and PMF. We selected the area [20oN 30oN ] × [170oE 190oE] that is
in theory a zone free of currents implying that the gradient in this area should
be smooth and all the signal due to noise. Then, L is chosen as the value of l
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Figure 4.2: Unfiltered MDT as obtained by (a) the spectral–wise and (b) the
point–wise as well as (c–d) its derived SGC

minimizing the RMS of the difference between the magnitude of the SGC from
EED and PMF filtered MDT and the magnitude of the SGC from a Gaussian
filtered MDT. We will refer this criterion as the ”common degree” criterion (COM).

Removing the noise from a MDT requires different degrees of filtering
depending on the geographical frame we are working with, since higher latitudes
provide denser satellite data, and therefore more accurate results. Knudsen et al.
(2011) reported a HWL of 140 km for the GF when applied to a global MDT,
which is similar to this finding in this study. At higher latitudes in chapter 1 we
showed how all major currents are accurately depicted using just 83 km of HWL.
For this case close to the Equator and for filtering the KC and the NEC, we found
a HWL of 111 km (1o of resolution at the Equator band) to be optimum for the
purpose (figure 4.3b).

Because these inner characteristic of a single filter could differ from each
other, the requirements to find the optimal filtering or ”its best solution” could
also differ. Therefore we investigate the capabilities of each filter to approximate
a solution for the SGC following a different strategy. Instead of fixing a certain
degree of filtering, we use in–situ measurement and define the L to make the filter
as close as possible to this ”true” value. We select in this case a zone with strong
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flow and test the filters capabilities to approximate this as much as possible. For
that we have selected the area [30oN 40oN ] × [125oE 155oE] that is precisely
where the KC flows all along of the ridge produced by the intersection of the
Eurasia and the Filipino plates (figure 4.1). Then, the value of L is set as the l
minimizing the RMS of the difference between the magnitude of the SGC from
a filtered MDT and the magnitude of the in–situ velocities. Let us to refer this
criterion as the ”optimum SGC approximation” criterion (OPT).

We compare the EED and PFM results with the GF with three HWL values,
83.3 km (best available), 111.1 km and 140 km (globally required) in figure 4.3.
The GF is applied to the spherical harmonics in the spectral domain. Then MDTs
filtered by the GF are always obtained by a SW method.

Here it should be noted that for both PMF and EED setting a value for the
parameter k is required. Since the weight given to each direction is ”normalized”
in (4.6), the EED is almost independent of this parameter providing similar
results for a wide range of values for k. It is illustrated in figure 4.4 where the
SGC velocities as estimted from a SW MDT filterd by EED with three values of
k = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 are displayed. For each value of k it is attached the value of L
selected by the OPT criterion as well as the averaged RMS of the differences with
drifters for the area [30oN 40oN ]× [125oE 155oE] (where the KC is stronger). In
this case, results are quite similar from a value of k to else other, as well as the
value of L and the RMS. Contrary to that, since the distribution of the weights
in (4.3)–(4.4) will vary as k varies, the PMF is strongly dependent on k, making
in some cases finding an appropriate value for the parameter a hard work. It has
been illustrated in figure 4.5 where the SGC velocities derived from a SW MDT
filter by a PMF with k = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 are plotted. Now, contrary
to the EED results, the value of L highly varies from one to other k, as well as
the RMS. Nevertheless, the most important thing observed here is that the PMF
tends to a severe enhancing of the central ridge of a stream flux. This can be

Figure 4.3: SGC derived from a MDT as filtered by a GF of (a) ∼ 83 km; (b)
∼ 111 km; and (c) 140 km of HWL.
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Figure 4.4: SGC derived form MDTs filtered by a EED for several values of the
parameter k.

Figure 4.5: SGC derived form MDTs filtered by a PMF for several values of the
parameter k.

perfectly identified in figure 4.5a where extreme values are shown for most of the
central part of the KC. This is not happening just for this one single value of k
but also can be clearly observed at some coastal areas at the south of Japan for
k = 0.2 or at the western coast for k = 0.3.

Because of the PMF dependence on k, in the following, results from the EED
process are shown with a k relative to the PMF requirements. A discretization of
the equation 4.2 can be found in the Appendix A.4. Results from an unfiltered
MDT obtained by the SW method are provided in the next subsection. In section
4.4.2 a PW MDT is used to illustrate the real advantages of the EED over the
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Figure 4.6: SGC velocities derived from the spectral–wise MDT (figure 4.2.a) as
filtered by the ”common degree” criterion for the (a) EED and (b) PMF strategies;
and (c) their differences. (d) EED and (e) PMF induced results by the ”optimum
approximation” criterion and (f) their differences.

PMF.

4.4.1. Spectral–wise MDT: easy case

The MDT determined by the SW method is an illustration of the characteris-
tics of the filters in what we call the easy case. Here, the MDT is not a very noisy
surface (figure 4.2a) and particularly not for latitudes higher than ∼ 25oN . We
heuristically tested the PMF and found that k = 0.3 is a good value to obtain
representative results.

As mentioned, we are interested in comparing the filters when a same degree
of filtering is fixed, in this case relative to a GF of ∼ 111 km HWL. Figure 4.6a–b
shows the results of the EED and PMF where a common degree of filtering is
reached for L = 67 and L = 17, respectively. Some differences arise precisely on
the stream flow along the KC. The negative value implies for such areas that the
PMF provide higher values than the EED for the estimated velocities amplitude
just on the crest of the current compared with the EED. Moreover, the stream
flow becomes wider by the EED that the PMF as inferred from the positive yellow
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Figure 4.7: SGC velocities derived from the point–wise MDT (figure 4.2.b) as
filtered by the ”common degree” criterion for the (a) EED and (b) PMF strategies;
and (c) their differences. (d) EED and (e) PMF induced results by the ”optimum
approximation” criterion and (f) their differences.

value all along both sides of the crest.

Most of these differences disappear if we design the filters to stop when they
find the optimum approximation rather than the common degree of filtering
criterion. Figure 4.6d–e shows the magnitude of the velocities using EED (with
L = 49) and PMF (with L = 16) strategies, respectively. Their differences are
plotted in figure 4.6f. Now, the KC is hardly identified in the differences map
and only minor differences arises at the eastern coast of Japan due to a severe
enhancing of the central ridge by the PMF. In general, it can be seen how most
of the differences are positive corresponding to higher velocities for EED than the
PMF.

The results for the less noisy MDT do not allow us to favour the EED over
the PMF or viceversa. With this easy case we have tried to be illustrative about
the differences between both filters. The EED seems to keep weaker signals, and
therefore also noise, that are removed by the PMF. On the contrary, the PMF
tends to enhance the ridges of a stream line of flux too much, leading to unrealistic
values. Nevertheless, a hard case (noisy surface) will show the real advantages of
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the EED over the PMF in the following section.

4.4.2. Point–wise MDT: a hard case

A MDT obtained by the PW method is very noisy as it still keeps some
short–scales from the MSS that are not found in the much smoother geoid, and
consequently this signal here acts as noise and has to be removed from the data.
In this case, we found that k = 0.8 is a good value for the PMF.

Figure 4.7a–b shows the results of the EED and PMF where a common degree
of filtering is reached for L = 142 and L = 42, respectively. Figure 4.7c shows
their differences. Now, the differences between both filters are not located at
the KC as for the corresponding easy case (figure 4.6c) but at these areas with
stronger gravity signal (see bathymetric features in figure 4.1). Nevertheless, these
differences are not really appreciated in the velocity maps where both filters seem
to provide similar results.

Figure 4.7d–e shows the results of the EED and PMF when the OPT criterion
is applied. The EED is then stoped for L = 73 and the PMF for L = 21. Figure
4.7c shows their differences. From a simple visual inspection of the results it can
be deducted a more appropriated behaviour for the EED. The EED is shown to be
more independent of the local errors compared with PMF. PMF induces several
spots mainly located along the areas where differences in resolution between the
MSS and the geoid are higher (along the intersection between the Pacific and
Philippine plates, see figure 4.1). Opposite to the PMF, the EED is shown to
be smoother and closer to its corresponding SGC computed using the SW method.

The EED is shown to be much closer to its corresponding easy case in figure
4.6d than the PMF filtered results. The PMF on the contrary, shows several
artificial discrepancies between this hard case, figure 4.7b, and its corresponding
easy case, figure 4.6e. This fact illustrates the main advantage of the EED
compared with the PMF: the relative low influence of the local errors. Because
the PMF dismiss any kind of directional information to filter a single location,
errors at nearest neighbours are conserved through the iterations leading to errors
in the filtered surface. On the contrary, the EED filters along the direction of the
flow diminishing the influence of the individual errors.

4.4.3. Comparison of estimated velocities magnitude

In this section we provide a comprehensive comparison of the three filtering
techniques and their capabilities in determining the SGC velocities for several
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locations in the KC, NEC and ECC (figure 4.1). Results induced from filtered
MDTs as considered in previous sections are compared with in-situ measurements
provided by drifter buoys. These are shown in table 4.1.

The rows in the table 4.1 correspond to the EED and PMF induced results
for both the common degree (called COM in the table) and the optimum
approximation (denoted as OPT in the table) criteria. Velocities estimations from
drifter are also provided together with those from a GF MDT with ∼83 km, ∼111
km and 140 km of HWL corresponding to figure 4.3. Unfiltered MDT derived
velocities are provided in order to illustrate the noise in the original data. The
last row gives the RMS of the difference between the results provided by each
filter and the drifters solution.

For the easy case, SW–MDT, the filters behave similarly. A particular
discrepancy appears for the location 2 where the PMF resolves a huge value
contrary to the EED agreeing better with the drifters solution. This is a clear
example of how the PMF tends to over enhance the central ridge of a flow (as was
illustrated in figure 4.6c). In this case, comparing the RMS for a common degree
of filtering the results provided by the EED, 19.3 cm/s, are better than those by
a PMF, 21.1 cm/s. When using the optimum criterion, the PMF, 22.3 cm/s, is a
slightly better than the EED, 22.5 cm/s.

For the hard case, PW–MDT, the results provided by the EED are generally
closer to observation that those provided by a PMF as can be inferred comparing
the averaged RMS value. When the common degree criterion is applied, results
by the EED, with averaged RMS of 23 cm/s, are better than the PMF, with
23.3 cm/s. This difference is increased when the OPT criterion is used, with 20.8
cm/s of averaged RMS for the EED, and 22 cm/s for the PMF. Moreover, here it
should be noted that the grid provided by the PMF is full of spots (figure 4.7b)
which would make necessary to apply a higher degree of filtering for the case.
This higher degree of filtering will also remove true signal in the stronger gradient
areas leading to an attenuated estimation of the currents.

In general, the highest discrepancies with the drifters are found for the loca-
tions closer to the Equator in the ECC. The GF induced velocities are shown to be
consistently higher that the in–situ measurements for all the HWL. However, the
results in this zone are in agreement with the EED and the PMF solutions. Mo-
reover, the number of observation used to determine the drifter climatology drops
precisely in this ECC area. This leads us to think that the drifter data could be
underestimating the results for this particular current at this particular area, sin-
ce the GF of 140 km of HWL (figure 4.3c) is not suspicious to be noisy in this area.
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4.5. Conclusions

Non–linear filtering strategies, as the PMF, have previously proved to be
more convenient than isotropic Gaussian filters for the MDT filtering in order to
preserve the signal at strong gradient areas. Here the EED is presented as a step
further in the MDT filtering to obtain better SGC. Because it is an anisotropic
filter, the EED keeps all the improvements in the filtering process that the PMF
also provide compared with the standard GF. That is, the signal at the strongest
gradients is preserved. Moreover, because the EED is forced by the directional
information of the surface flux, it also provides several advantages over the PMF.

The main advantage of the EED is the relative low influence that the local
errors have in the final results. This is particularly seen when strong is the noise
in the MDT. Because the PMF only uses the nearest neighbours to filter a single
location, errors at such neighbours are kept through the iterations leading to
errors at the final surface. On the contrary, the EED filters in the direction of the
flow attenuating the individual errors influence.

Both the EED and PMF depend on a user defined parameter k. This parameter
can be interpreted as a kind of threshold from where the gradient will be consi-
dered as an edge. Then the distribution of the weights given by a PMF strongly
varies from one to another value of k. This makes the PMF strongly sensitive to
variations of such parameter leading to very different solutions. Contrary to that,
given that the EED uses normalized weights, the results derived from an EED
are close similar from a wide range of values for k. This makes the EED more stable.

For the comparison at the North–Western Pacific Ocean we found a good
agreement between both methods when filtering a SW MDT. This means that for
a surface with low noise both filters work fine finding similar results. Nevertheless,
when filtering a PW instead of a SW MDT, the EED provided acceptable results
while the PMF showed some problem with local errors throughout the entire grid.

We can conclude that the EED filtering strategy should clearly be preferred,
particularly in cases with a noisy signal, to both the PMF and the GF. Results
provided by the EED were shown to be in closer agreement between both the
easy and hard cases. Results provided by the PMF for the SW MDT showed some
strong discrepancies when compared with the PW MDT induced velocities.

Comparing geodetic estimation of the surface velocities with those provided
with buoys measurements we found a more or less good agreement at the KC and
the NEC areas. Nevertheless, a strong discrepancy arises for the ECC where the
in–situ data provide much smaller velocities than the satellite solutions, probably
due to the poor coverage of in–situ data in this zone.
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Figure 4.8: SGC derived by the EED filtered MDTs as estimated from the REL03–
DIR EGM induced geoid for (a-c) k=0.1, 0.2, 0.3, respectively.(d) RMS for an
optimum aproximation, and (e-f) maps of differences for figures (a-c).

4.6. *Remarks on filtering

We would like to argue the real improvements of the EED over the PMF
are mainly appreciated when we are dealing with a noisy MDT. For that we
needed to recreate such situation by using a PW method that in fact provides
a MDT much noisier than the SW (since with the latter both methods worked
fine). Here we are using the REL01–DIR solution for the GOCE EGM product
that, as will be seen in the next chapter, is particularly less noisy than any
other GOCE EGM product. If we, for example, use the REL03–DIR solution
to estimate the MDT in order to derive the SGC, even the MDT is estimated
by a SW method, the PMF will find problems equivalent to those described in
this chapter. It is illustrated in figures 4.9 and 4.10, where the SGC induced
by a REL03–DIR MDT filtered through a PMF for several values of k is displayed.

It can be seen how a spot–like signal appears at the south of the KC at the
velocities maps, and it remains for any value of k. By using different values of k
the signal at the NEC is shown different, from smoother values when k = 0.2 to
a rougher when k is incresing. Moreover, the use of different values of k strongly
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Figure 4.9: SGC derived by the PMF filtered MDTs as estimated from the REL03–
DIR EGM induced geoid for (a-c) k=0.2, 0.3, 0.4, respectively.(d) RMS for an
optimum aproximation, and (e-f) maps of differences for figures (a-c).

Figure 4.10: SGC derived by the PMF filtered MDTs as estimated from the
REL03–DIR EGM induced geoid for (a-c) k=0.5, 0.6, 0.7, respectively.(d) RMS
for an optimum aproximation, and (e-f) maps of differences for figures (a-c).

affect the final estimation of the currents as it can be inferred from the strong
signal at the KC at the maps of differences in figures 4.9e–f and 4.10e–f. The
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RMS (that is calculated for the full grid with the differences relatives to in–situ
velocites estimation) varies in a range of 2 cm/s.

Contrary to that, results provided by the EED seem to be much more stable.
Figure 4.8 shows the SGC derived form a REL03–DIR MDT filtered by a EED
process with several values for k. Now, the spot–like signal at the south of the
KC is strongly attenuated being almost removed, velocities at the NEC are shown
to be quite similar as well as differences at the KC do not look like as a stream
flow. Now, the RMS is quite similar from each model. All these factors make of
the EED a more convenient filtering strategy.





Chapter 5

Assessing three generations of
GOCE data through its induced
Surface Geostrophic Currents.

...I need to find an answer...

Mephistopheles’ Return,
Trans–Siberian Orchestra

Abstract: Nowaday, eight gravity models are already available for three
generations of updating data from GOCE. The aim of this chapter is to
evaluate the differences between all these recent models in order to assess
their skills to predict the surface geostrophic currents, what represents an
interesting issue. For that, we focus on the North–Western Pacific Ocean
where the strong gravity signal of the area together with the confluence
of three strong currents make of the zone a representative frame for the
purpose. We found the use of altimetric data in a background model
for the first direct solution from GOCE induces much less noisy results.
However, some signals could be cancelled when this model is combined
with the altimetric mean sea surface. The release three is found in
general to provide the less noisy models between those with no altimetric
a–priori information. Main differences between the models are located at
those areas with the strongest gravity signal. When the EED is used to
filter the MDTs, all the eight geoids provide quite similar estimations of
the currents.
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5.1. Introduction

Up to this date, three generations of GOCE data are already available. These
three releases represent an on–going estimation of the Earth’s Gravity Model
(EGM) field with updated measures provided by GOCE. Those three releases
correspond to a continuous updating of the data: release 01 (REL01) since 2009/11
until 2010/01 (first 61–day cycle); release 02 (REL02) updated up to 2010/06
(around 8 months of data); and the release 03 (REL03) updated up to 2011/04
(one and a half year of data). If we combine the three different techniques used
to determine the geoid models: direct (DIR), space–wise (SPW) and time–wise
(TIW); that arise in a total of 8 models provided by GOCE (space–wise is not
available for the third release).

There are several sources of differences between all these models. The first one
is obviously that each new release supposes an updated version of the previous
model. Considering that the model based on the REL03 data contains almost ten
times more data than the based on the REL01 data, it should be the more conve-
nient model. Secondly, some differences should also arise from the different nature
of the three methodologies employed to determine the models [Pail et al. (2011)].
These three methods are based on different rationales. In the direct method,
based on a reference background model, GOCE data are included to improve this
a–priori field. In contrast, the time–wise approach produces a GOCE–only model
in a rigorous sense, that is, no external gravity field information is included, and
thus the solution is solely based on GOCE data. The philosophy of the space–
wise method is similar, but still a priori knowledge was included for the low degrees.

By using a common MSS, differences between MDTs estimated by using
different models of geoid (from each EGM) will be directly related with differences
in the EGM. Moreover, since the gradient of the MDTs is more sensitive to high
frequencies (short space–scales), studying the SGC will be of great help for the
purpose.

Data and methods used in this study are introduced in the next section. In
section 5.3 we present a comprehensive comparison between the models by means
of the MDTs and its derived SGCs. In section 5.4, velocities magnitude estimated
from each model are compared with in–situ measurements. Finally, in section 5.5
we give the conclusions.

5.2. Data and methodology

GOCE Earth’s gravity models
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GOCE EGMs data are provided by the GOCE Virtual Online Archive
(http://eo-virtual-archive1.esa.int/). All eight models are given as a set
of Stokes coefficients complete up to a maximum d/o (different for each model,
see table 5.1). The EGMs are given with usual corrections applied, including
solid Earth and ocean tides, solid Earth and ocean pole tides, atmospheric and
oceanic pressure variations, and N–body and general relativistic perturbations for
satellite orbits. A complete description of the GOCE products is given in detail
in GO-MA-HPF-GS-0110 (2009); GO-TN-HPF-GS-0111 (2009).

In table 5.1 it is shown the maximum degree for which the formal errors are
still lower than the signal, for all the available GOCE models as well as their
corresponding theoretical spatial resolution. Such degree will be taken as the
maximum degree to be used in the geoid determination through (16). Here it has
to be noted that, although these models are usually given to be complete up to a
d/o that is higher than the given here, those higher degrees should not be used to
determine the geoid because the formal errors are exceeding the signal.

Altimetric data

A MSS for more than 18 years of altimetry data is estimated following the
same methodology as described in section 0.3 (page 9).

↪→ Mean Dynamic Topography

In order to avoid the errors due to the resolution difference that remains
between the altimetric and the gravity satellite data, we combined the MSS with
each geoid by a spectral–wise method as described in section 0.4. All MDTs were
estimated up to the Nmax for which the formal error of the EGM is smaller than
the signal (table 5.1). As foresaid, in an ideal case, the higher the Nmax available,
the higher the resolving power of the EGM and therefore the theoretically better
estimation of the MDT and its derived SGC. In order to compare all models with
a common resolving power, we decided to determine also MDTs with a common
Nmax = 200 that is forced by the REL02–SPW.

DIR SPW TIW
REL01 Nmax =240 (∼83 km) Nmax =207 (∼97 km) Nmax =212 (∼94 km)
REL02 Nmax =240 (∼83 km) Nmax =200 (100 km) Nmax =225 (∼89 km)
REL03 Nmax =240 (∼83 km) Nmax =232 (∼86 km)

Table 5.1: Maximum degree of the harmonic expansion for all available GOCE
models. In parenthesis its corresponding potential resolution in km.

http://eo-virtual-archive1.esa.int/
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↪→ Surface velocities

SGC are estimated by using (13–14). As mentioned in previous chapters, the
Coriolis force vanishes in the proximities of the Equator. For that reason, the
solution in the band [5oS 5oN ] was estimated as proposed by Lagerloef et al.
(1999) (see Appendix A.3).

In–situ measurements

As in previous chapters, currents as measured by satellite–tracked surface
drifting buoys [Sybrandy and Niiler (1991); Niiler (2001)] are used here as a true
data to stop the filter. Here we use an annual climatology of near–surface currents
in a 1o × 1o previously corrected for the Ekman component. A more complete
description of this data can be found in chapter 1.

Previous MDT surfaces

Previous MDT determinations provided by Maximenko et al. (2009) (MAXI);
Rio et al. (2011) (RIO09) and Chambers (CHAMB) are used here to compare
the results. Maximenko et al. (2009) combined a geodetic MDT from GRACE
with drifter measurements; Rio et al. (2011) used a synthetic method to combine
a geodetic MDT from GRACE with several in-situ measurements; and Chambers
[http://grace.jpl.nasa.gov/data/dot/, Tapley et al. (2003)] combined the
DNS0C8MSS [Andersen and Knudsen (2009)] with the EGM08 [Pavlis et al.
(2008)] geoid (which contains altimetry for the ocean areas).

Filtering strategy

Here we use the EED filter described in the chapter 4. It was proved this
filtering method conserves signals for strong gradients as non–linear isotropic
filter, but in a way that is independent of the local errors. Main differences with
PMF were shown to appear for specially noisy surfaces, as is the case (see section
4.6).

Area of Study

To be illustrative about the differences we restrict our attention to the North
Western Pacific Ocean at [1oN 40oN ] × [120oE 190oE] as we did in the previous
chapter. This area is a quite representative zone for the purpose here since the
confluence of three tectonic plates (Philippine, Eurasian and Pacific), leads into
a strong gravity signal. Moreover, the presence of three strong currents, the
Kuroshio Current (KC), North Equatorial Current (NEC) and the Equatorial

http://grace.jpl.nasa.gov/data/dot/
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Counter Current (ECC), makes this area so interesting for the study. An image
of the area can be found in figure 4.1 (page 67).

5.3. Comparison of the three generations of

data

In an ideal case, if the data were perfect (noise free), the maximum degree
in the geoid determination would be the indicator of the resolving power of each
model, since the higher degree implies the shorter space–scales solved by the
model. In this sense, the direct solutions, with a Nmax = 240 in table 5.1, seem to
be the candidates to provide finer solutions than the other two types (if the noise
in the higher degrees did not play the key role they play in this case).

A first comparison between the models can be carried out by having a look
into their Stokes coefficients expansion.

The signal content is quite similar for all the models for degrees up to around
180. For higher degrees (figure 5.1a), the spectral power of the geoid height
becomes significant different amongst the GOCE models depending on how these
were derived and stabilized. The REL02-SPW curve drops down significantly
when compared with the rest of the models for degrees higher than roughly
180 (around 111 km). On the other hand, the REL01/02–DIR solutions show
significant more signal than the rest of the models, in particular the REL03–DIR
solution, for degrees higher than roughly 210, corresponding to length scales
shorter than 95 km. The formal error plot (figure 5.1b) also shows that the DIR
solutions have slightly smaller values for the higher degrees than the TIW and the
SPW solutions. The SPW solutions are shown as with the noisiest higher degrees
together with the REL01–TIW.

Figure 5.1c shows the signal–to–noise per harmonic degree which decreases
as the harmonic degree increases. As with the formal errors, the REL03–DIR is
shown to be significantly less noisy for the long–terms signal (not shown). For the
higher degrees, the REL01/02–DIR and REL03–TIW are shown in general with
the most convenient signal–to–noise rate up to degree roughly 185 from where
the three releases of the direct solution are clearly shown with the higher rate.
From degree 220 and upward, the REL01–DIR remains less noisy due to the use
of altimetric data used to stabilize the higher degrees and orders.

Figure 5.2 shows the results for the MDTs as estimated for its corresponding
Nmax. There, the REL01–DIR solution is depicted as the less noisy MDT since
it shows smoother short space–scales. In order to be illustrative, in figure 5.3
it is displayed the differences between all solutions relative to the REL01–DIR
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Figure 5.1: (a) Spectral power of the geoid, (b) its corresponding calibrated errors,
and (c) signal–to–noise rate per harmonic degree, for each one of the 8 models.

MDT. The main differences are placed around [25oN 30oN ] × [135oE 145oE]
where a spot alike signal appears in all the models. Other differences in signal are
located along the Philippine islands coast, [5oN 10oN ]× [125oE 130oE] and there
can be also observed some lines around [5oN 20oN ] × [140oE 160oE] where the
Philippine and the Pacific plates join each other.

When we compare all surfaces as estimated up to a common degree (same
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Figure 5.2: MDTs ([0, 1] m)induced from each geoid model estimated as by a
spectral–wise method with Nmax corresponding to the maximum degree in which
the formal error is still smaller than the signal (table 5.1).

spectral content) instead a Nmax, figure 5.4, it can be observed how most of
the differences in the signal disappear except for the REL01–TIW and the
REL02–SPW. The main differences are due to the higher degrees (higher than
200 or space–scales lower than 100 km) being all the models quite similar for the
longer space–scales (since differences shown in figure 5.4 looks more like random
noise).

Figure 5.5 shows the SGC velocities induced from the common degree MDTs
in figure 5.4. The REL01/02–SPW and REL01–TIW derived MDT are the most
noisy currents field. The REL03–DIR/TIW and REL01–DIR are the less noisy
models with the main difference found for the areas with the smallest gradient
where the two REL03 models seem to be noisier than the REL01–DIR. The
fact that this does not appear in REL01-DIR is probably due to the fact that
the satellite altimetry was used to constrain the REL01-DIR model and when
computing the difference with an altimetric MSS the signal is cancelled.
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Figure 5.3: MDTs induced from each geoid model estimated as by a spectral–wise
method with Nmax corresponding to the maximum degree in which the formal error
is still smaller than the signal (table 5.1), in differences relatives to the REL01–DIR
solution ([−10, 10] cm).

In order to shed ligth on the full potential of each model to infer the SGC,
we performed the same comparison but using the MDTs determined up to its
corresponding Nmax. This figure is not shown here since for most of the SGC
maps the errors grow leading to too noisy images. To illustrate it and to have
a numerical referece for the models we determined the RMS of the velocities
amplitude for the area [20oN 40oN ]× [155oE 190oE] which theoreticallu is a zone
free–of–currents. Note that in this case the RMS is an indicator of the noise since
the SGC velocities in this area should be close to zero.

Table 5.2 lists the RMS from each GOCE derived SGC velocities map as es-
timated with Nmax and a common Nmax=200. The three noisier models in figure
5.4, REL01–TIW/SPW and REL02–SPW are depicted with the highest RMS for
an Nmax=200. The rest of the models are shown with a significantly smaller value
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Figure 5.4: MDTs induced from each geoid model estimated as by a spectral–
wise method with a common Nmax=200 ([−10, 10] cm). Values are relative to the
REL01–DIR MDT.

of the RMS being the REL01–DIR and the REL03–TIM the less noisy model in
this case. When the maximum degree is used instead of a common Nmax=200, all
the models obviously suffer an increase in the RMS value because of a short–scale
noisy signal is being introduced in this area. Here, it would be expected that the
RMS value increase as the difference between the corresponding Nmax and 200 is
higher since more signal with a signal–to–noise rate close to 1 is being introduced.
The models REL01–TIW/SPWSPW and REL02–SPW of course do not see its
RMS value incremented as much since its Nmax is much closer to 200. Contrary to
that, the DIR solutions should suffer the higher increases. Except the REL01–DIR,
each new release diminishes the noise (the RMS). The DIR solutions are shown
in general much noisier than the TIW solutions in partly due to the fact that the
DIR solutions resolves smaller space–scales being missed by the TIW models (see
table 5.1).

The REL01–DIR is shown as the less noisy model. This is due to the fact that
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Figure 5.5: SGCs derived from the unfiltered MDTs induced from each geoid
model estimated as by a spectral–wise method with a common Nmax=200 ([0, 50]
cm/s).

this model use the EIGEN5C [Foerste et al. (2008)] as a background model. At the
ocean, the EIGEN5C is based on a combination of satellite gravity observations
by GRACE with altimetric measurements of the SSH. This turns the REL01–DIR
EGM to contain altimetric signals that are cancelled when combined with the
MSS driving to a much less noisy MDT. The REL02–DIR and REL03–DIR
use the ITG–Grace2010S [Mayer-Guerr et al. (2010)] as the background model
(without altimetric information). Although the SPW solutions still use a–priori
information, this is assimilated at very low degrees being independent from
external data at high degrees. The TIW solutions do not uses any kind of a–priory
information.
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Nmax Nmax = 200
DIR SPW TIW DIR SPW TIW

REL01 60 139,5 153,6 40,2 95,9 103,2
REL02 187,5 102,5 134,1 63,3 102,5 57,8
REL03 184,9 x 130,9 53,3 x 45,8

Table 5.2: RMS in cm/s of the SGC induced by each EGM (unfiltered MDT). The
RMS was estimated in the area delimited by [15oN 30oN ]× [135oE 170oE] since in
theory it is a free–of–currents area.

Figure 5.6: SGC ([0 .5] m/s) derived from the filtered MDTs as estimated up to
its corresponding full potential.

5.4. Velocities estimation

In the previous chapter we have observed some discrepancies between a
geodetic MDT derived SGC and velocities provided by drifter buoys at the
Equator and around the Malay Archipelago coasts. These areas are shown with
weaker velocities by the in–situ measurements. Because of that, we selected the
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Figure 5.7: SGC derived from the filtered MDTs as estimated up to its correspon-
ding full potential. Maps show the differences relatives to the REL01–DIR ([-10 10]
cm/s)

box [25oN 40oN ] × [120oE 160oE] as the area used to determine the number of
iteration the filter should be run (similar to the ”optimum SGC approximation”
criterion defined in section 4.4). This area corresponds to the strongest Kuroshio
Current along the Japanese coast from the Philippine and Eurasia plates’ ridge.
We used in–situ measurements by drifter buoys as a ”true” value for the velocities
magnitude in this area. The RMS of the difference between the in–situ and the
filtered MDT induced velocities amplitude is determined. The filtering process is
then stopped when such RMS is minimum, meaning that the degree of filtering
by the EED is the optimum to approximate the currents at such area.

Figure 5.6 shows the velocities amplitude derived from each filtered MDT.
Since we are interested in evaluating the full potential of each model we show
results corresponding to the Nmax (in table 5.1). The general circulation pattern
for the area is clearly appreciated from each solution, but some differences seem
to appear mainly referred to the structure of the smaller scales signals. These
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DIR SPW TIW
RELEASE 01 80,2 65,5 62,4 MAXI 71,5
RELEASE 02 70,8 63 67,8 RIO09 62
RELEASE 03 70,4 x 70,7 CHAMB 135,4

Table 5.3: RMS (in cm/s) of the differences between the SGC by GOCE (figure
5.6) and buoys at the North-Western Pacific Ocean (figure 4.1). Those are compared
with the RMS corresponding to previous solutions.

seem to be strongly meridional for some models or still showing some signal for
the spot at the southern Japanese coast (figure 5.2).

In order to focus on the differences between the models, figure 5.7 shows the
differences relative to the REL01–DIR solution. Results range between −10 and
10 cm/s. Highest differences are located at the Equator band having the shape of
high frequency. The spot–like signal off the KC found in previous maps is now
clearly appreciated. All solutions are showing this signal to produce velocities
being around 10 cm/s higher in magnitude than the REL01–DIR. The highest
differences are found with the REL01–SPW that seems to be the noisiest surface,
and the REL02–DIR showing some smaller spots nearby the big one close to the
Japanese coast. Some significative differences appear like an almost meridional
line around the 150oE. It is appreciated for the REL02–DIR but mainly for the
REL03–DIR. This is a well known area with a strong gravity signal just at the
convergence boundary of the Philippine and the Pacific plates. This signal is
also observed for the TIW solutions although the structure does not follow this
meridional–line shape and it is shown as a more noise–like signal.

Table 5.3 gives the RMS (over the entire grid) of the differences between
the GOCE models induced currents and the in–situ measurements provided
by drifter buoys. In order to compare the results we also show the RMS
of the differences between some previous SGC estimations and the in–situ
observations. It is observed how the RMS for all GOCE induced solutions
(purely geodetically estimated) is around a half of the RMS for the Chambers
solution. The RIO09 is shown to provide the velocities closer to observations,
together with the REL01–SPW/TIW and the REL02–SPW solutions. That
is not surprising since the RIO09 MDT assimilates drifter buoys data cons-
training the results to them. On the other hand, the REL01–SPW/TIW and
REL02–SPW are the models with the lower resolving power missing signals
corresponding to space–scales shorter than 94–100 km (table 5.1).The rest
of the GOCE–MDT induced SGC, but the REL01–DIR, are shown to the
in the order of the MAXI SGC (which also assimilate drifter data). This
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illustrates the high quality of the geoid derived SGC from the GOCE EGM.

A closer inspection of the individual figures reveals that region of blue
stream within the Kuroshio extension south east of Japan, which indicate
that most of solutions estimate smaller currents than REL01–DIR. To
investigate if the various model generally over or underestimate the currents
we found a number of locations in each of the major current systems (KC,
NEC and ECC) where we directly compare the amplitude of the velocity.
These locations are the same we used in chapter 4 (figure 4.1, page 67).
Table 5.4 gives the estimated velocities magnitude for individual locations
for the 8–EGM induced solutions and these are compared with velocities as
measured by drifter buoys. For most models the velocity agrees quite well
each other and drifter buoys, especially those locations at the KC and NEC
areas. Only some discrepancies are found for locations at the ECC which
are shown in a wide range of values. An extreme case of such discrepancy is
marked by the location 12 for which the REL01–DIR solved 62,5 cm/s and
the REL02–DIR, 13,6 cm/s.

Generally, we can observe how all the models are closer in agreement with
drifters that the SGC induced by existing model for particularly the KC.
The RMS of the differences is several times reduced when compared with
the MAXI, RIO09 and the CHAMB solutions. When comparing locations
at the NEC, results between previous models and the GOCE based ones
become more similar. For the ECC the MAXI and RIO09 are in much better
agreement with drifters than all other model. This can partly be subscribed
to the fact that these two models include in–situ measurements which force
the results by a possible underestimation (poor coverage) of the drifter in
such area (see picture 1.4, page 25). The poorer velocities estimation by the
GOCE models at this area can also be partly explained by the criterion
to stop the filter (that is defined to find the optimum solution at the KC area).

5.5. Discussion and conclusions

Here we have used the SGC, in particular the velocities magnitude,
derived from MDTs estimated from all eight GOCE EGM from three
different generations in order to evaluate the difference among the models
and their ability to predict the SGC. In a first comparison it is observed the
less noisy character of the REL01–DIR solution. This is due to the fact that
the REL01–DIR is constrained to the EIGEN5C which in turns assimilates
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altimetry. This lead to short space scales are cancelled when determining
the MDT as the difference with an altimetric MSS.

Larger differences between GOCE derived currents are located at the
Philippine–Pacific ridge where strong gravity signal is kept by all solutions
but REL01–DIR. The residual signal is furthermore emphasized when the
SGC are estimated. The REL01–SPW/TIW and REL02–SPW solutions are
depicted as the noisiest solutions for the longer space–scales (larger than
100 km).

All the models are shown to provide similar results to that found
using previous MDTs by Rio et al. (2011) and Maximenko et al. (2009),
and all models are seen to be in much better agreement with the drifter
measurements than the Chamber’s MDT induced velocities. Solution based
on the Rio et al. (2011) MDT still remains being the solution in closest
agreement with the drifters. This can partly be explained as it assimilates
several in–situ measurements (including drifter buoys). Because the REL01–
SPW/TIW and REL02-SPW are truncated at lower degree and order and
consequently miss the noisier/shorter scales (shorter than 100 km close to
the drifter resolution, one degree), these three models provide results closer
to the buoys velocities (in the order of the Rio et al. (2011) induced results)
than the rest of the models.

Of the GOCE models resolving the shorter wavelength, REL02–DIR and
REL03–DIR/TIW, agrees with drifters at the same order of the Maximenko’s
MDT induced velocities. Taking into account that the Maximenko’s MDT
also assimilates drifter measurements, the results from the comparison clearly
demonstrate the strength of the results obtained using geodetic GOCE MDT.

When data are compared at single locations within the three main
currents within the area, the capabilities of the EED filtered GOCE derived
MDT to derive the SGC becomes even more clear. Geodetic determined
velocities in the Kuroshio Current are actually found to be in closer
agreement with buoys measurements than any of the hydrodynamic model.
Velocities at the NEC have been shown to be as close to in-situ observation
as the selected hydrodynamic models. However, the ECC locations were
found to have larger discrepancies with drifters data than the previous model
induced velocities. This is partly explained by the fact that MDTs by Rio
and Maximenko assimilate drifter data, which could lead to underestimating
the surface velocities in such area and the MDT by Chambers uses a geoid
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containing altimetry. On the other hand, we constrained the filtering process
to find the optimum approximation of the currents at the KC area which
could be overestimating velocities at the ECC area.





Chapter 6

Main results and open
questions

...that is how it goes,
everybody knows...

Everybody knows,
Leonard Cohen.

This thesis has focus on four main objectives: (i) a preliminary assess-
ment of capabilities of GOCE to solve the global ocean circulation; (ii) a
descriptive analysis of the mean circulation pattern and its time variations;
(iii) the definition of a suitable filter to improve the geostrophic currents
determination; and (iv) the evaluation and comparison of the different
releases of GOCE models available up–to–date.

The goal of this last chapter is to summarize the most relevant findings,
relative to the proposed objectives, and outline some open questions and
ideas for future work.

Our main conclusions can be summarize in the following 20 points:

1. Considering the most favorable scenario (that is filtering just for
HWLs corresponding to 20000 km/Nmax), the GOCE geoid resolves length–
scales of 83 km compared to the 167 km provided by the GRACE geoid
(Cap. 1).

2. GOCE induced results allow to accurately display the geostrophic
currents for middle and high latitudes but are not completely satisfactory
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for the Equator band (Cap. 1) where at least HWL of 111 km is needed for
Gaussian filtering (Cap. 4).

3. Geodetic estimation of the SGC starts to be comparable with
in–situ measurements (Cap. 1). GOCE results are validated by in–situ
measurements, provided by drifter buoys, showing similar results in both
spatial delimitation and current velocities (Cap. 1).

4. Main seasonal variations for the zonal component are produced at
the Equator band and some major currents areas: Kuroshio, Gulf Stream,
Antarctic Circumpolar and Maldives Currents. Here, seasonal variation
reaches amplitudes up to 40 cm/s (Cap. 2).

5. Main seasonal variations for the meridional component are produced
at the major currents areas (as for the zonal component) and at some coastal
areas mainly at the Malay Archipelago and the Eastern African coast. The
Equator band is also shown with a weaker seasonal amplitude rounding
10–15 cm/s(Cap. 2).

6. Estimation of seasonal variation based on GOCE data agree with
previous studies and with in–situ measurements , although the latter provide
much lower resolution (∼ 111 km) compared to the ∼ 20 km resolution of
the altimetry data (Cap. 2).

7. Main harmonics for the seasonal cycle are the annual and the
semi-annual, which explain 70 % and 57 % of the variance of the data for the
zonal and the meridional components respectively (Cap. 2).

8. However, higher frequencies increase their influence on the seasonality
when major currents are studied locally. For example, the Gulf Stream’s
annual and semi–annual harmonic explain less than the 50 % of the variance
of the climatology (Cap. 2).

9. Some propagation of the annual cycle is found to be placed at the
Equatorial band. At the Pacific Ocean a lack of phase between a quar-
ter and half a year is found from the Eastern and the Western coasts (Cap. 2).

10. Seasonal variations of the absolute geostrophic currents (instead
of just anomalies) are in velocity magnitude but not in directions of the
currents (Cap. 2).
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11. As expected, interdecadal variations of the SGC are highly influenced
by El Niño/La Niña events (Cap. 3).

12. Positive phase of El Niño is related with velocity anomalies that
are positive toward the eastern at the Pacific and westward at the Indian
Oceans (Cap. 3).

13. The strong El Niño in 1998 produced anomalies in the SGC higher
than 50 cm/s (Cap. 3).

14. Anisotropic filtering of the mean dynamic topography should be
preferred to non–linear isotropic filters, mainly for cases with a strongly
noisy surface. This is because of the independence of this filter to the
hand-defined values which makes it more stable and unforced by local errors
(Cap. 4).

15. For the North-Western Pacific Ocean it was found that the Edge
Enhancing Diffusion provides a similar estimation of the SGC velocities
from both a slightly and a strongly noisy topography. Contrary to that, the
(non–linear isotropic) Perona and Malik filter results show discrepancies
between both cases (Cap. 4).

16. When comparing all eight Earth’s gravity models already available
from GOCE we found the direct solution corresponding to the first release
as the less noisy model. This is due to the use (as a background model) of a
model containing altimetric information for the ocean (Cap. 5).

17. Third generation of GOCE data is shown to be the less noisy (when
still unfiltered) with no altimetric a–priori information but of course, noisier
than the first direct solution (Cap. 5).

18. The induced currents after anisotropic filtering look quite similar com-
paring the models each other. Minor differences are located at the areas of
strong gravity signal as well as at a spot south of the Japanese coast (Cap. 5).

19. The Equatorial Counter Current at the North–Western Pacific Ocean
is found to be underestimated by in–situ buoys measurements, probably due
to the limited number of observations available for this area (Cap. 4, Cap. 5).
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20. All the GOCE EGMs are shown to provide velocity estimations
similar to the derived currents from Rio09’s and Maximenko’s MDT, which
assimilate in–situ measurements information. Moreover, the GOCE EGM
provide much better results than the Chamber’s MDT (=DNS08-EGM08)
(Cap. 5).

But with every answer comes up a new question and many are still
rounding my mind...

i. What really happen with small–scales? What about those at encloses
seas as the Mediterranean? I know how the Mediterranean looks, but, is
that induced by real or fictitious signals? (see Appendix A.1)

ii. The major currents seem to be well caught by all models (19) and
the main differences appear for weaker signals at short–space scales (17 and
18). Will the new generation of GOCE data increase the resolution of the
geoid or the improvement will be due to the quality of the smaller scales? Is
the Mediterranean Sea a good laboratory to experiment with that?

iii. Can the Edge Enhancing Diffusion helps us with some time–variation
problems, for example, to detect and study flow bifurcation?

iv. Can the Edge Enhancing Diffusion use the directional information of
one surface to filter other surface related with the previous one? It could be
useful to filter the corrections applied to any surface using the directional
information from the own surface.

v. Although our work has focused on the geoid determination, alti-
metry can also play an important role in the improvement of the ocean
dynamic topography. The forthcoming new generation of data that will
be provided by the AltiKa and SWOT altimetric missions will signifi-
cantly increase the power resolution of the mean sea surface, especially
at the coastal areas, providing a better understanding of the geostrophic flow.



Appendix A

Appendix

While there is no smoking gun, the abundance
of circumstantial evidence makes a strong case
for the role of the appendix as a place where the
good bacteria can live safe and undisturbed until
they are needed.

William Parker
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A.1. Preliminary solution for the Mediterra-

nean Sea circulation.

Besides being vital to the livelihood of a large surrounding population,
we study the Mediterranean Sea because (1) the state of the Mediterranean
Sea is generally well observed in terms of various physical and meteorological
parameters; and (2) this sea is one of the largest semi-enclosed natural basins
having a particular geography, size, location and morphology that leads
to a rich and complex physical dynamics including unique thermohaline
features, distinctive multilayer circulation and high mesoscale activity. The
Mediterranean Sea is influencing not only the surrounding areas climate
[Rowell (2003)] and the main North Atlantic Ocean features [Mauritzen
et al. (2000)] but the global climate [Li (2006)]. Thus knowing more about
this process is critical for understanding the local climate pattern as well as
global climate change. The improving in the MDT from both measurements,
GOCE gravity data and new altimetric missions, will improve our knowledge
of ocean circulation leading to better prediction of weather and climate as
well as variations in ocean currents important for navigation, fisheries, and
offshore commercial operations.

As for the global ocean, the geostrophic flow is a factor of upmost
importance for both the biological and physical points of view of the Medi-
terranean Sea. However, its singular geography subdivides the whole basin
in a number of smaller basins where small space–scales are predominant
(the Alboran Sea and the Ionian Sea are the most representative examples
of that since they are, in average, less than 200 km width) which makes the
work of determining the SGC from only satellite data a tricky task.
A corollary is that the Mediterranean Sea can be a natural laboratory both
to benefit from GOCE data and to serve as a cal/val for GOCE if there
exists a full knowledge about its circulation. Therefore, our proposal is to
use the Mediterranean Sea region as an optimal laboratory to validate the
different approaches to the derived circulation and particularly to the data
filtering.

Due to the low resolution of GRACE, which cannot solve signal smaller
hat the corresponding to a maximum degree of 100 − 120 [Tapley et al.
(2004b)], the geoid estimation at some kilometers away from the coast
(167–200 km) is dominated by a continental leakage that is the main source
of errors in such areas. In figure A.1 it can be observed how the distance
to the coast is closer than 200 km for most of the Sea. This removes
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Figure A.1: Mediterranean space–scales: distance to coast in km.

any possibility of using a GRACE–derived geoid in the estimation of the
only–satellite induced geostrophic currents for the Mediterranean Sea [Rio
et al. (2007)]. Now, with the sudden increase in the geoid resolution available
from GOCE the surface geostrophic currents can be studied with an
unprecedented accuracy [Bingham et al. (2011); Bingham (2010); Knudsen
et al. (2011)]. In the present work we have shown how in a preliminary
attempt, the geostrophic currents at middle–high latitudes can be solved for
scales down to 83 km. This clearly make wider our area of study in figure A.1.

The Mediterranean Sea is a particular area dominated by small space–
scales. Moreover, the geostrophic currents are relatively weak for most of
the basin. These two characteristics demand high quality in the higher
harmonics degrees where the signal–to–noise rate decreases. Therefore,
results here need to be dealt carefully.

Figure A.2a shows the zoom in at the Mediterranean Sea form the
global SGC from GOCE data as determined in chapter 1 (figure 1.5). This
solution can be compared with patterns provided by other authors. Figure
A.2b shows the Mediterranean circulation estimated from a re–analysis of
the altimetric data for the period 1985–2007 [Adani et al. (2010)]. In this
solution the authors use altimetric SLA data, temperature and salinity
in–situ profiles, and satellite sea surface temperature data. All these data
are assimilated to determine a simulated solution for the Mediterranean
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Figure A.2: Mediterranean SGC velocities estimated as from a. a GF MDT with a
GOCE geoid (zoom in figure 1.5 (page 28)); b. a ”modeled” solution from altimetric
and in–situ data (by N. Pinardi); c. a synthetic MDT obtained from satellite and
in–situ measurements (by M.H. Rio, Rio et al. (2007));and d. direct observations
(based on C. Millot, Millot and Taupier-Letage (2005)).

circulation. Figure A.2c shows the geostrophic currents as induced from
the MDT by Rio et al. (2007). This MDT combines altimetric measure-
ment of the sea level with in–situ observation leading to what the author
calls a ”synthetic” solution. Finally, in figure A.2d it is shown the stan-
dard circulation pattern for the Mediterranean Sea provided by Millot and
Taupier-Letage (2005). This pattern is derived just from in–situ observations.

On one hand, although the GOCE induced solution is limited in reso-
lution, it seems to share some similarities with these previous circulation
patterns. For example, the currents at the Gulf of Lyon and the Sicily Strait
as well as some gyres at the Adriatic can be identified in the image. On the
other side, all four solutions strongly differ at some areas. For example, the
circulation pattern by Rio depicts a strong Algerian Current all along the
Algerian coast. Nevertheless, this current is being missed for the other three
patterns. Pinardi’s circulation pattern shows a very weak signal in this area
while Millot’s solution shows this area with permanent eddies in agrees with
our GOCE solution.

In view of these preliminary results, we could conclude that from the
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Figure A.3: Mediterranean SGC velocities obtained from a MDT filtered through
the EED (chapter 4).

Figure A.4: Mediterranean SGC velocities obtained from a MDT filtered through
the PMF (chapter 4).

first release of GOCE geoid models, GOCE is already allowing to solve
some circulation features at the Mediterranean Sea. The solution shown
here has been determined from the direct solution of the first generation
of data (REL01–DIR). As we have proved in chapter 5, new generations of
GOCE EGMs improve this previous solution providing less noisy results.
In that way, because of the importance of the high degree harmonics at
the Mediterranean Sea, the new generations are expected to provide better
solutions for the Mediterranean circulation.

On the other hand, one could think that the currents should be im-
proved by using the non–linear isotropic filter (Perona and Malik) or the
anisotropic EED strategy proposed in chapter 4. Figures A.3 and A.4 show
the Mediterranean circulation pattern as determined from a SW MDT
filtered by the EED and the PMF, respectively (figures are shown for values
of L, k and dl that provide illustrative results). Results with the EED
, L = 400, and PMF, L = 60, show some signals arise for most of the
basin when compared with the figure A.2a. Nevertheless, it is needed to
analyze if such signals are true signal or noise. For example, a very strong
(over 50 cm/s) fictitious signal appears around Cyprus. This signal keep
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through the iterations as can be observed at the images showing solutions
for higher values of L for both filters. This is due to the signal–to–noise
rate at this area, which makes that a strong noise is detected as a true signal.

To conclude, we should say that the Mediterranean Sea Circulation
remains as an open question for future work. In one side, further studies
are needed to improve the filtering strategy, but on the other side, (i)
GOCE geoid models are expected to be enhanced from the studies that are
being carried out to include in future releases more information from the
variance–covariance matrix of the spherical harmonics coefficients, and (ii)
the MDT would also benefic from the higher resolution of the new generation
of altimetric missions that will improve notably the resolution at coastal and
mesoscale fenomena areas, both highly present in the Mediterranean Sea case.

A.2. Legendre’s associated functions

The Legendre’s polynomials are defined as,

Pn(t) =
1

2nn!

dn

dtn
(t2 − 1)n, (A.1)

with |t| ≤ 1 and n = 0, 1, 2, . . .. The Legendre’s associated fuctions are
defined as,

Pnm(t) = (1− t2)m/2d
mPn(t)

dtm
, (A.2)

with |t| ≤ 1, n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., and −n ≤ m ≤ n. Note P 0
n(t) = Pn(t).

Fully normalized values are obtained by defining,

P̄n0(t) =
√

2n+ 1Pn0, (A.3)

P̄nm(t) =

√
2(2n+ 1)

(n−m)!

(n+m)!
Pnm. (A.4)

where t = cosϑ in (16). We need values of Pnm(t) for n = 1, ..., Nmax, m =
0, ..., n and ϑ ∈ (−90, 90). These values are usually estimated through the
recursive formula,

(n−m)Pnm(t) = t(2n− 1)Pn−1,m(t)− (n+m− 1)Pn−2,m(t), (A.5)
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which is started by,

Pnn(t) = (−1)n(2n− 1)!!(1− t2)n/2, (A.6)

Pn+1n(t) = t(2n+ 1)Pnn(t). (A.7)

where !! denotes the factorial for only the even number.

Once all coefficients are estimated, they have to be normalized following
(A.3) and (A.4) to be used in (16).

Two problem arise in the practical computation of the Pnm(t) when
this standard way is followed. First one comes from its dependence on
colatitude which makes t→ 1 for low latitudes and then (1− t2)n/2 in (A.6)
is approximated to 0 as long as n is becoming higher. This implies when
higher n less colatitudes around the equator can be estimated becoming
in a big inconvenience when working with ”high resolution” MDTs . The
second problem arises when the coefficients are being normalized since,
in the process, we find a lot of factorials which are in fact huge numbers
when n and m are increasing. For both cases, standard routines return
P̄nm(t) = 0 in (A.4)when estimating the coefficient in a double precision
computation language1. Such degrees and orders are been deprecated in
the geoid estimation by (16) and the higher degree the more often this
happen. To ensure the geoid is being estimated up to the maximum degree
we apply (16) some modifications to the common routine has to be performed.

Here, we propose the following. First to do is to replace conveniently
(A.3)-(A.4) in (A.5), getting,

P̄nm(t) = t

√
(2n− 1)(2n+ 1)

(n−m)(n+m)
P̄n−1,m(t)

−

√
(2n+ 1)(n+m− 1)(n−m− 1)

(2n− 3)(n−m)(n+m)
P̄n−2,m(t). (A.8)

that allows to determine directly the fully normalized values where all
the factorial numbers disappear by the way, becoming the process more
computationally stable.

1double-double precision languages do not have this problem
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Figure A.5: Illustration about the power of the LAF’s package to estimate the
Legendre Associated Functions needed for the geoid determination.
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To match with the second point we used an auxiliary function to become
the sinn ϑ (since (1 − t2)n/2 = (1 − cos2 ϑ)n/2 = (sin2 ϑ)n/2) computable for
each value of n. We define then a proportion factor p as the lower value over
1 that makes (p sinϑ)n computable and it is chosen following an exponential
function, exp(−irt) + 1 where r is set to define the increasing velocity of the
function (here we use r = 1).

Once this proportion factor is estimated, (A.6) can be modified as follows,

P̄nn(t) = (−1)n
(2n− 1)!!

pn
(p sinϑ)n, (A.9)

which considerably increases the number of n and m for which the polyno-
mials, and therefore the geoid, can be estimated. Each addend in (16) has
to be divided by pn (this is why it was required p to be as close to 1 as
possible, to avoid a new instability when powering to n).

With those two points clarified the procedure is simple. We firstly
estimate the value (A.6)2 as described, then (A.7) and finally we can run
(A.9) by induction on m.

The potential of this procedure is illustrated in figure A.5. Here we
compare the Legendre’s associated functions values for any order m when
it is given one degree n at a specific colatitude ϑ as estimated by this new
procedure (red lines) with those estimated by default by matlab (black
lines). In general, with this procedure the order we find a solution is highly
increased, mainly for low latitudes where the new package works really fine.

The package is composed by one main routine, from where the Legen-
dre’s associated function is estimated for any given degree n, order m and
colatitude ϑ.

>> [P, p]=calculate_legendre_nm(degree,order,colatitude);

It gives two output, p which is the proportion factor described above and
P which corresponds to P̄nm(cosϑ)pm. All process here and normalized values
are consistent with [Heiskanen and Moritz (1967)] since the code was designed

2Not exactly (A.6) but normalized. This is P̄nn =
√

(2n+1)!!
2n!! sinm ϑ that can be easily

deduced combining (A.6) and A.4. To make computable both two factorials we compute
the fraction as a product in the way

∏
i=1:2:n

2i+1
2i .
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to be applied into the spherical harmonic expansion of the geopotential. Four
sub-routines are linked with the main one,

>> [P21k,P11k,p]=lp_mm(m,k)

>> [P31k,P21k]=lp_nm(n,m,k,P21k,P11k)

>> [SINT,p]=sin_clat2m(m,colat)

>> [p]=pf_mclat(m,colat)

Here we include the Matlab code.

function [P, pf]=calculate_legendre_nm(N,m,colat)

[p21,p11,pfv]=lp_mm(m,colat);

if N==m

P=p11;

pf=pfv;

elseif N==m+1

P=p21;

pf=pfv;

else

for n=m+2:N

[p31,pfv]=lp_nm(n,m,colat,p21,p11); %%n>2

p11=p21;

p21=p31;

end

P=p31; pf=pfv;

end
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function [P31k,P21k]=lp_nm(n,m,k,P21k,P11k) %%n>2

COSTk = cos( deg2rad(k) );

anm=sqrt(((2*n-1)*(2*n+1))/((n-m)*(n+m)));

bnm=sqrt(((2*n+1)*(n+m-1)*(n-m-1))/((n-m)*(n+m)*(2*n-3)));

P31k=anm*COSTk*P21k-bnm*P11k;

function [P21k,P11k,pf]=lp_mm(m,k)

if m>=1

[SINTmk,pf]=sin_clat2m(m,k);

COSTk = cos( deg2rad(k) );

coefm=1;

for i=2:m

aux=(2*i+1)/(2*(i));

coefm=aux*coefm;

end

coef1m=sqrt(3*coefm);

coef2m=sqrt(2*m+3);

P11k=coef1m*SINTmk;

P21k=coef2m*COSTk*P11k;

else

[SINTmk,pf]=sin_clat2m(m,k);

P11k=1;

P21k=cos( deg2rad(k))*sqrt(3);

end

function [SINT,pf]=sin_clat2m(m,colat)
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aux = (sin( deg2rad(colat)))^m;

if aux==0

pf=pf_mclat(m,colat);

SINT =((sin(deg2rad(colat)))*pf)^m;

else

SINT = (sin(deg2rad(colat)))^m;

pf=1;

end

function [pf]=pf_mclat(m,colat)

zz=(sin( deg2rad(colat)))^(m);

s=-120;

while zz==0

pf=exp(s/12)+1;

zz=(sin( deg2rad(colat))*pf)^(m);

s=s+1;

end

When a set of Legendre’s coefficients is needed the fastest way to get
them would be,

PL=ones(N,N+1,lat_points)*NaN;

% stores the Legendre’s coeff. (to be divided by pf)

% as (degree, order, colatitude).

pf=ones(N,N+1,lat_points)*NaN;

% stores the proportion factor as (degree, order, colatitude).

for m=0:N

for k=1:lat_points

colat=colat1(k);

[p21,p11,pfv]=lp_mm(m,colat);
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PL(m+2,m+1,k)=p21;PL(m+1,m+1,k)=p11;

pf(m+1,m+1,k)=pfv;pf(m+2,m+1,k)=pfv;

for n=m+2:N

[p31,r]=lp_nm(n,m,colat,PL(n,m+1,k),PL(n-1,m+1,k));

PL(n+1,m+1,k)=p31; pf(n+1,m+1,k)=pfv;

end

end

end

A.3. SGC at the equator band

Because the Coriolis force vanish at the Equator (f is a sine of latitude) the
geostrophic equations (13)-(14) shoot up for low latitudes. We treat this problem
by estimating the SGC for the equatorial band [5oS 5oN ] following the method
proposed by Lagerloef et al. (1999).

Let Ug denotes the geostrophic component of the circulation,

ifUg = −gZ, (A.10)

where,

U = u+ iv, (A.11)

Z =
∂ζ

∂x
+ i

∂ζ

∂y
, (A.12)

and let Ub the geostrohpic velocities computed with a β-plane approximation (f =
βy) using the derivative of (A.10),

βUb + βy
∂

∂y
Ub = ig

∂Z

∂y
. (A.13)

At some distance away from the equator the conventional f–plane is used,

Uf =
ig

f
Z. (A.14)

Then, Ug is estimated by using an smooth transition between the equator and the
higher latitudes by applying a weight function,

Ug = WbUb +WfUf , (A.15)
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where Wb = 1 and Wf = 0 at the equator, and Wb → 0 and Wf → 1 as latitude
increases.

Ub is estimated by finding an approximation to the solution of (A.13) by a
polynomial expansion,

Z = Z0 + Z1θ + Z2θ
2 + Z3θ

3 + ... (A.16)

Then, Un is written in terms of the Zn matching terms of the same power of θ,

Un =
ig

βL
Zn+1. (A.17)

where L ∼ 111 km represents 1o at the Equator. Finally,

Ub = U0 + U1θ + U2θ
2 + ... (A.18)

Wb and Wf are approximated by a Gaussian function, Wb = exp(−(θ/θs)
2)

and Wf = 1−Wb, where the lenght scale θs (here θs = 2.2o) is select to distribute
the weights in (A.15).

A.4. Notes on Filtering

Gaussian filter

A one-dimensional Gaussian filter has an impulse response given by

f(x) =

√
a

π
exp−ax2 , (A.19)

and in our case x will be defined as distance from the point where the filter is
being applied. Then, the filter can be easily adapted to a two-dimensional version
taking x as the distance between two points in the space. A Gaussian filter is
usually named followed by a the sentence in the style of with a radii of X km or
with X km half–wave length, HWL. Those last X km define how fine the filter is
and they determine the distance where the filter has an impulse response of 0.5,
f(X)=0.5 in (A.19).

The filter can be adapted to filter the spherical harmonic in the spectral do-
main. In this case the filter is defined as [Jekeli (1981); Swenson and Wahr (2002)],

Wn+1 = −2n− 1

b
Wn +Wn−1, (A.20)

where n defines the spherical degree. Some values are needed to start (A.20),
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W1 =
1

2π
, (A.21)

W2 =
1

2π
(
1 + exp−2b

1− exp−2b
− 1

b
), (A.22)

b =
log 2

1− cos(r/a)
, (A.23)

where r is the distance in where the filter has an impulse response of 0.5
(corresponding to the HWL) and a is the averaged radius of the Earth’s equator.

Perona and Malik filter

The filter is defined as a simple iterative process where the value of the point
(i,j) of an image I is smoothed as depending on the 4-nearest neighbors via the
Laplace operator,

Il(i, j) = cN∆NI(i, j) + cS∆SI(i, j) + cE∆EI(i, j) + cW∆W I(i, j), (A.24)

where N,S,E and W refer to the North, South, East and West boundaries, and ∆
indicates the nearest neighbor differences (in the way,∆I(i, j) = I(i−1, j)−I(i, j)).
The coefficients cr are named the conduction coefficients and are updated at every
iteration. We defined here cr as g(‖∆I‖), with

g(s) =
1

1 + ( sk )2
, (A.25)

for r = N,S,E,W , and being k a constant that determines (inversely) the
sensitivity of the filter to the local gradient. We define N as the maximum number
of iterations we apply the equation A.24.

Edge Enhancing Diffusion filter

Let D be the diffusion tensor in (4.2) estimated to be,

D =

(
a b
b c

)
, (A.26)

then,

Il = ∂x(a∂xI) + ∂x(b∂yI) + ∂y(b∂xI) + ∂y(c∂yI). (A.27)

Derivative in l in (A.24) and (A.27) and partial differencial equations in (A.27)
were discretized by following central differences. That is,
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Il =
I l+1 − I l

dl
, (A.28)

∂x(a∂xI) =
1

2

[
ai+1,j

Ii+1,j − Ii,j
2

+ ai−1,j
Ii−1,j − Ii,j

2

]
, (A.29)

∂x(b∂yI) =
1

4

[
bi+1,j

Ii+1,j+1 − Ii+1,j−1

4
+ bi−1,j

Ii−1,j+1 − Ii−1,j−1

4

]
, (A.30)

∂y(b∂xI) =
1

4

[
bi,j+1

Ii+1,j+1 − Ii−1,j+1

4
+ bi,j−1

Ii+1,j−1 − Ii−1,j−1

4

]
, (A.31)

∂y(c∂yI) =
1

2

[
ci,j+1

Ii,j+1 − Ii,j
2

+ ci,j−1
Ii,j−1 − Ii,j

2

]
, (A.32)

Here, an iteration-step dl has to be defined in (A.28) to make the pro-

cess stable. It requires dp <
(∑

p d
−2
p

)−1
where dp denotes distance from Ii,j to

any location Il involved in its filtering process [Weichert and Benhamouda (1997)].

A.5. EOF & CEOF Analysis

Let us to give a very brief introduction of the methods known as EOF and
CEOF. To be honest, this section has been added to bring some light into the
CEOF analysis results interpretation, what in a beginning could seem more
difficult than it really is. We think the EOF analysis is intuitive enough to be not
included here but a brief theoretical introduction is added in order to be helpful
with the CEOF analysis. So, here we present, in a very schematic way, how to
perform an EOF analysis and what marks the difference with the CEOF. Then we
pay more attention in the interpretation of the CEOF analysis results comparing
them with the EOF derived ones. For more detail Preisendorfer (1988); Bjornsson
and Venegas (1997); Fernandes et al. (2005) and among others can be looked up.

EOF analysis:

Let Dtl be a matrix of data with t rows which represent the time evolution
of each one of the l points with data in each columns. If the mean of each point
has been removed from the data, then C = At ·A represent the covariance matrix
of the data. Then, if C is not singular (and of course with real data it would be
surprising) we can diagonalize it as C = V LV −1, where L is a diagonal matrix
containing the eigenvalues λi of C and V contains the eigenvectors vi corresponding
to each λi. These eigenvectors vi are exactly the EOF we were looking for. This
V has the property of V · V t = I what means the EOFs are uncorrelated over
space (since they are orthogonal each other). The t component of each vector in
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A = D ·V are the projections of the maps in D on the EOFs and each single vector
is a time series of the evolution of its corresponding EOF. Vectors in A are defined
as Principal Component time series or expansion coefficients of the EOFs. Just as
the EOFs where uncorrelated in space, the expansion coefficients are uncorrelated
in time. This let us to interpret each single pair of (PC, EOF) as an independent
signal. In this way, the original data are related with the pairs (PC, EOF) by

D =
l∑

k=1

PCkEOFk.

CEOF analysis:

CEOF analysis is based in the same principia than the EOF but here a
Hilbert transform is previously applied to the data. That becomes the original
real data set into a complex data set containing information about amplitude and
phase. This is useful in calculating instantaneous attributes of a set of data, in
particular, amplitudes and frequencies.

Illustration: How to interpret?

Here we show three examples to be illustrative with the way in which the
CEOF analysis work comparing the results with those coming from an EOF
analysis. In this way, differences between to methods can be easily appreciated.

In the first example, figure A.6, it is shown the simplest case in where a
sinusoidal function with the same amplitude but different phases is located in a
matrix of 10 × 3 points (figure A.6a.1). Phases were set to be dependent on row
(that we could call ”time”) and then, this behaviour could be interpreted as the
same signal but displacing forward in time (see a.1 and a.2 in figure A.6). If we
perform a EOF analysis we need two modes to solve all signal since the real EOF
analysis does not solve phase problems and it is averaging two sines separates by
a certain phase (note since PC are normalized when adding both two patterns b.2
and b.3 it is obtained the value 2 for each row which is the value of the amplitude
of the time series in a.2). On contrary, with a CEOF analysis we will need only
one mode since the Hilbert transform contains the phase information. Then the
time series and the map relative to the amplitude (black line in c.1 and the
pattern c.2) will show a homogeneous amplitude of the signal for all points and
all times (in this case 2 that is the amplitude of the signal). Information relative
to the phase is contained in a second time series and pattern (red line in c.1 and
pattern c.3). It is easily interpretable. First information is we have just one cycle
in 1000 times (red lines only cross the interval [0,2π] ones). Location with 0π
rad in the phase pattern reaches the maximum value when the phase time series
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Figure A.6: CEOF interpretation, illustration 1.

reaches the 0πrad value. In this case all values in row 10 reaches the maximum
amplitude in the time 750 (point in which red line in c.1 goes from 2π− to 0+)3. It
can be checked having a look into the tenth row time series (bluest colored in a.1
and a.2). Phase pattern gives also information relative to displacements, that is
each point in the pattern is yπrad out of phased with the point of reference. For
example, taking as the reference the row 10 with a value of 0πrad we can observe
a homogeneous going through to πrad when raw position is lower. That means
row 1 reaches the maximum amplitude with a lack of phase of ∼ πrad (almost
half a cycle) relative to row 10, and all raw in the way with a proportional lack
of phase. So, with just one mode of a CEOF analysis all features in this example
signal can be represented and easily interpreted.

To complicate a bit the situation we add to the matrix of data 15 × 3 new
locations containing a sinusoidal function with a different phase and frequency

3Understanding by x− and x+ the value that is as close to x as you can imaging but
lower or higher respectively. Some times it is call left side or right side of x.
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Figure A.7: CEOF interpretation,
illustration 2.

Figure A.8: CEOF interpretation,
illustration 3.

than the 10× 3 of the previous example (see a.1 in figure A.7). The displacement
in this new signal has been forced to be in the opposite direction with the first
10 rows. Here we do not show the results for an EOF analysis, but of course at
least 4 modes will be needed to represent the whole signal since frequencies and
phases are opposite in two set of locations. On the contrary, the CEOF analysis
needs only 2 modes to get the full signal and how it can be observed in the
phase map (figure A.7,b.3,c.3) it perfectly reflects the propagation defined in
the time series, being in the opposite sense for location to and from the rows 10–11.

As a final example we add 5 × 3 new locations and now we forced the
propagation to be by columns. Here we defined these new location as the sum of
signals from the first two blocks previously defined having in this sense a mixed
signal that is not independent to the previous locations. In figure A.8 it can
be seen how the propagation remains to be perfectly indentified by the CEOF
analysis which shows the pattern corresponding to each block. Moreover, here,
the third block signal is divided to be explained in two modes. The signal related
with the first block is shown in a first mode were this block is represented. The
rest of the signal is represented in a second mode.



Bibliography

Dom Cobb: What is the most resilient parasite? A bacteria?
A virus? An intenstinal worm?
Arthur: Ah, what Mr Cobb is trying to...
Dom Cobb: An idea. Resilient, highly contajous. Once an
idea has taken hold of the brain it’s almost impossible to ira-
dicate. An idea that is fully formed, fully understood. That
sticks, right in there somewhere.

Inception,
Christopher Nolan.
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